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Politics

The 'Azadi' March and beyond
The “Azadi” March by the Jamiat Ulema-iIslam (JUI-F), led by Maulana Fazlur Rahman, has drastically altered the political
landscape of the country. The march has ignited a heated debate in political and media
circles, with analysts and commentators taking different positions according to their understanding of the developing situation.
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Economics

Missed targets
Shahid Hussain

The State Bank of Pakistan has painted a gloomy picture of the economy
despite Pakistan’s remarkable improvement in the Ease of Doing Business
ranking. The economy is expected to slow down to three to four per cent
while annual average consumer inflation will remain 11-12pc in the current
fiscal year, which mean the common people would continue to face the
hardest times of their lives.
In its annual report, the SBP said the share of the services sector was
increasing at the cost of the industry and agriculture. The last fiscal year
was the toughest for the people of Pakistan and challenges for the next
year persist, according to the central bank. Coming almost four months
after the fiscal year concluded, the report highlights missed goals after ambitious targets set by and the outgoing government of the Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N) and the government of Prime Minister Imran
Khan. It provides an insight into the cause of dismal performance by the
investment sector and last year’s record high fiscal deficit of 8.9pc of GDP.
The high fiscal deficit fuelled inflation and warranted rapid interest-rate
tightening. High inflation, higher interest rates and overdue correction in
the exchange rate amidst a massive fiscal imbalance upset various other
projections, like public sector development, private sector bank borrowings
and growth in agriculture, industry and services sectors. All that eventually
slowed economic growth to 3.3pc against the initial target of 6.2pc. A poor
revenue mobilisation effort and weak expenditure control contributed to
the challenges.
The country largely produces non-tradable services which are consumed domestically. At the same time, industrial output, exports and foreign direct investment (FDI) have faltered. “This pattern needs to be
corrected in order to make trade deficit sustainable in the years to come.
Putting in place a coherent industrial policy should be among the immediate priorities, while a gradual shift away from non-tradable services in
favour of exportable services should also be pursued in the medium term,”
the report recommended. The services sector grew by 4.7pc during FY19,
missing the annual target by 1.8 percentage points (6.2pc in FY18). This
was the most noticeable deviation between the actual and targeted growth
rate of services in the past few years. The state must take a leading role
to invest in important segments of the economy in order to provide the private sector with a dependable and conducive ecosystem in which to carry
out R&D (Research and Development) and capital formation activities, it
added.
The report says macroeconomic stabilisation will continue to be the
cornerstone of economic policy during FY20 and real GDP growth is likely
to remain subdued, though the early signs of recovery are already visible.
Development spending may play a pivotal role, since there has been an
observed tendency that Pakistan’s GDP growth and (Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP) spending move in the same direction, and
similar has been the case in FY19. The current account deficit, after shrinking on a yearly basis during FY19, is anticipated to subside further in FY20,
while exports are projected to pick up during the year. The FTA-II (Free
Trade Agreement) with China and preferential trade agreement with Indonesia may also boost exports.
According to the SBP, achieving the ambitious tax collection target in
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the middle of a broader economic slowdown is a real challenge. Even if
things pan out more or less according to the plan, the fiscal deficit may be
in the neighbourhood of 7pc. The growth in industrial sector slowed down
from 4.9pc in FY18 to 1.4pc in FY19. Major drag came from the manufacturing subsector, which carries the highest weight in the industrial sector.
The report said that besides the tangible factors behind the economic moderation, a sense of unease remained a persistent theme for most of the
year (FY19), stirred up by a number of underlying factors. These included:
speculations on the signing of the International Monetary Fund programme; anxiety over possible implications of Financial Action Task Force
reviews; uncertainty regarding currency depreciation; and cross-border
tensions with India. These developments deflated the confidence of businesses and consumers, unsettled the currency and equity markets, and
in some cases inadvertently caused a flight towards greater informality.
In the big picture, though real GDP growth picked up during FY17 and
FY18, the sharp downturn in FY19 highlighted the fact that the economic
expansion in these years had not been based on a sustainable strategy
and was susceptible to various stabilisation measures, such as the cut in
development expenditure. It has exposed the structural deficiencies faced
by the economy yet again, requiring immediate policy attention. The agriculture sector registered a marginal growth of 0.8pc during FY19, in sharp
contrast to 3.9pc a year earlier. This was primarily due to a contraction in
the production of the crop sector.
Investment in the country has dropped 3.3 percentage points in the last
two decades to 15.4 percent, which means Pakistan is the only Asian
country with a falling growth potential. The SBP has quoted the World Bank
to argue that Pakistan will not be able to reach a middle-income status in
the next three decades unless the rate of investment improves drastically
to 25 percent.
The SBP report is an honest assessment of Pakistan’s sate of economy
last year. It is an assessment of the past, which cannot be fixed now. It
has blamed the last government for missed targets but has not absolved
the Pakistan Tahreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government of its share in the mess.
The government will have to provide complete autonomy to the State Bank
of Pakistan, so that it could fairly assess the economy of the country and
challenges facing it. The government cannot undo past mistakes but it
should use the report as a guideline to perform better in the next year.
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Politics

The 'Azadi' March
and beyond
Nasim Ahmed

The “Azadi” March by the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam (JUI-F), led by Maulana
Fazlur Rahman, has drastically altered the political landscape of the country. The march has ignited a heated debate in political and media circles,
with analysts and commentators taking different positions according to
their understanding of the developing situation.
Questions have been raised regarding the agenda behind the march.
Is it a case of personal vendetta or is there a larger underlying purpose?
While some interpret such protests as legitimate expressions of democratic
dissent, others view them as a threat to democratic stability.
Protest marches and processions by parties and groups opposed to a
sitting government are not unknown in modern times. Over the past many
months the world has witnessed public demonstrations held in Hong Kong,
Beirut, London and Ecuador, each with their own particular agendas. The
objective of protest movements is not only to voice certain demands but
also to ultimately bring down the incumbent government.
The Azadi march by the JUI-F is the third major agitation to hit Pakistan’s capital city in recent years. The politics of “long march” in Pakistan
started in 2013, with Tahirul Qadri’s sit-in and was later followed by the
PTI’s D-Chowk dharna and the Tehreek-i-Labbaik’s capital lockdown. All
the three protest movements achieved little but deepened the sense of political instability in the country.
What drove Maulana Fazlur Rahman to the desperate course of action? There is a complex web of motivations underlying the JUI-F’s frontal
challenge to the PTI government. Let us not forget that the Maulana and
his party have suffered serious political and electoral setbacks in recent
years due to the rise of the PTI in its traditional strongholds of southern
KP.
The JUI-F chief lost his election bid from the two seats he contested,
and his party has only a nominal presence in Parliament. He not only
misses the privileges and perks of power, but he is also worried about his
political future and relevance. His apprehension is that a long time out of
the political centre may further squeeze political space for him, marginalising him in his home base where the PTI replaced him twice consecutively. It is clear he holds a personal grudge against Imran Khan who
ousted him from his political citadel which he had held for long years unchallenged by any other politician.
The wily Maulana, after pondering long and deep how to avenge his
discomfiture by the emergent power of the PTI, ultimately fastened on two
factors. The first is the lackluster performance of the PTI government which
has failed to come up to public expectations. The sense that the average
Pakistan is growingly disenchanted with the PTI encouraged the JUIF chief
to launch his anti-IK enterprise. Secondly, he enlisted the support of the
PML-N and PPP whose stalwarts are either in jail or facing court cases
filed by the NAB. They readily endorsed the JUI-F’s march on Islamabad
in the hope of putting pressure on the PTI government. The Maulana’s
Azadi march has also enjoyed the covert and overt support of traders and
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businessmen who are up in arms against the government on taxation issues.
An experienced and skilful politician, the JUI-F chief adopted the “long
march” strategy to achieve the objective of challenging the PTI in a manner
that is both highly visible and allows him to mobilise his core electorate –
the idea being to step back into the electoral limelight ahead of the local
government elections scheduled in the province in the next few months.
While launching his anti-government agitation Maulana Fazlur Rahman
has presented himself as a champion of democracy and people rights. But
his party’s history belies his claim. In the past he has shown no distaste
for accommodative arrangements with the establishment to counter ethnonationalists. He has also shown little respect for principles while aligning
with various governments to get a share in the spoils of power.
No doubt, the Maulana has managed to put up an impressive show of
street power. It has been the biggest of all the dharnas organised since
2013. It is no ordinary feat that without being in Parliament himself, with
this show he has completely overshadowed the two mainstream opposition
parties and made its leaders play second fiddle to him on the main stage
of the Islamabad dharna.
Although the Maulana’s main demand has been the resignation of the
prime minister, his underlying aim has been to chip away at the power and
legitimacy of the incumbent government by bringing into the limelight its
many acts of omission and commission and thus damage its credibility.
And he has been quite successful in this. This is how Imran Khan had gone
after Nawaz Sharif, and the wily Maulana is following his example to perfection. From being an outlier, he has suddenly become relevant to the national political discourse.
From being a minor electoral player, he has become a major political
actor and all the stakeholders have no option but to recognize his role.
Backed and endorsed by the two major opposition parties, his claims about
alleged rigged elections and his demand for the government's resignation
do not sound hollow.
Politics is all about optics and media focus and the Maulana has won
the contest hands down on both counts. Until a few weeks ago, he was
nobody but due to his game changing political strategy he can no longer
been ignored either by the public or the establishment.
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Reform

Doing business
made easier
Nasim Ahmed

After a long time we have the good news of Pakistan improving its position
in an important world index. Pakistan has gained an impressive 28 places
on the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index and secured a place
among the top 10 countries with the most improved business climate.
This is a development that will greatly improve Pakistan’s image abroad
and attract foreign investment. As we all know, international investors consult the report and the Global Competitiveness Index of the World Economic Forum before taking decisions on investment plans.
The improvement in Pakistan’s ranking has resulted from the fact that
Pakistan carried out six reforms that helped improve its ranking from 136
to 108. It turned out to be the sixth global reformer and first in South Asia
that improved ease in doing business in the last one year. Among other
regional countries, Bhutan was at 89, Nepal 94, Sri Lanka 99, Maldives
147, Afghanistan 173 and Bangladesh 168.
According to experts, the fewer the regulations, the better is the ranking
on the doing business index. The secret is to cut the red tape that hinders
business activities in the name of regulations and procedures.
The World Bank has set 10 benchmarks to monitor a country’s business-related regulations. These range from starting a business to getting
a electricity connection, securing construction permits, paying taxes, resolving disputes and protecting minority shareholders’ rights. These are
the areas that are closely examined by the global investors before they
take their investment decisions. The WB report measures how close each
economy is to the best global practices in business regulations.
It is significant that on the measure of absolute progress towards best
practices, Pakistan has improved the score to 61 from 55, suggesting the
country did some good work and built on the reforms introduced in the previous year as well .While India remained top among South Asian nations,
up 14 spots to 63, Pakistan also made a mark by climbing 28 positions and
securing a place among the top 10 global business climate reformers and
improving 28 positions in a year.
The groundwork for bringing an improvement in the country’s ranking
had been laid by officials associated with the Board of Investment, the finance ministry and other departments. The World Bank country director
also played a very proactive role in making Pakistani authorities realise the
importance of the global rankings and provided support in the implementation of reforms.
Accordingly, Pakistan developed an ambitious reform strategy, setting
up a national secretariat as well as a prime minister’s reform steering committee to ensure progress in the matter. Pakistan’s performance report was
based on surveys carried out in Lahore and Karachi, and the results are
based on work done from November 2018 to May 2019. Pakistan’s position
could have been even better had the authorities in the State Bank of Pakistan not blocked or delayed the issuance of the rules and regulations related to two very critical areas.
Enforcing contracts and getting credit still remain weak areas for Pakistan despite the Parliament enacting relevant laws about three years ago.
To improve rating on these pillars, Pakistan needs to set up dispute reso-
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lution bodies at district levels and maintain a registry of movable assets for
securing loans. Pakistan’s ranking on enforcing contracts remained unchanged at 156 and dropped on getting credit by seven spots to 119. Similarly, on protecting minority rights, its ranking slipped by 2 points to 28 and
dropped on resolving insolvency by 5 spots to 58.
Pakistan made the biggest gain on the indicator of starting a business
where its ranking improved by 58 spots to 72. The earlier ranking was 130.
On the index of construction permits, the position improved from 116 to
112 – a gain of 54 points within a year. Karachi made obtaining a construction permit easier and faster by streamlining the approval process and also
made construction safer by ensuring that building quality inspections take
place regularly. Lahore also made obtaining a construction permit easier
and faster by streamlining the approval process and by improving the operational efficiency of its one-stop shop for construction permits.
On the index of getting electricity, Pakistan improved its position by 44
points to 123 due to improvement in power supplies to households and
businesses by Lahore and Karachi power distribution companies. The old
ranking was 167. Pakistan made getting electricity easier by enforcing service delivery time frames and by launching an online portal for new applications. Pakistan also increased the transparency of electricity tariff changes.
On the index of paying taxes, the ranking improved by 12 points to 161.
But it was still the poorest ranking that Pakistan obtained on any indicator.
Pakistan has made paying taxes easier by introducing online payment
modules for value-added tax and corporate income tax. There has also
been a reduction in the corporate income tax rate.
The country gained 31 positions on the rank of trading across border
where its standing improved from 142 to 111. Pakistan also made trading
across borders easier by enhancing the integration of various agencies in
the Web-Based One Customs (WEBOC) electronic system and coordinating joint physical inspections at the port.
Similarly, on the indicator of registering a property, the ranking was improved by 10 points to 151. Pakistan made property registration faster by
making it easier to execute and register a deed at the Office of the SubRegistrar. Despite having made gains, Pakistan still has a long way to go
to improve its overall business climate.
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Politics

The rule of ordinances
Muhammad Hassan

The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government of Prime Minister Imran
Khan is running the affairs of the country through presidential ordinances
instead of making legislation in the parliament. Critics say the objective of
the government could really be the wellbeing of the people, but the way it
is trying to implement its reform agenda is undemocratic and unconstitutional.
The government’s attempt to bypass the parliament became evident
when it passed 11 presidential ordinances within half an hour amid ruckus
by opposition members in the National Assembly. Justifying the passage
of the ordinances, the government claims it is amending century-old laws
to make them conversant to the present age and requirements. “Prime
Minister Imran Khan has brought to an end the status quo by accepting a
challenge to provide relief and meet basic needs of the common man. The
government had discussed each and every clause of the ordinances
passed by the assembly with its allies and got it passed by majority votes,”
the government’s spokesperson claimed after the passage of the ordinances.
The ordinances passed by the assembly related to conversion of the
Pakistan Medical and Dental Council (PMDC) into the Pakistan Medical
Commission (PMC), the protection of whistleblowers who will inform it
about any benami property and asset, rights of ownership of women in
property, efficacious and speedy mechanism for issuance of letter of administration and succession certificates, establishment of a legal aid and
justice authority to provide justice to the poor and vulnerable segments of
society, court dress and mode of address to judges, recovery of mortgagebacked securities by financial institutions and the National Highway Safety.
The government claims the ordinances aimed to provide quick relief to the
common people. One of the ordinances is related to provide legal aid to
the poor and people who could not afford to get services of lawyers. The
government believes the Criminal Procedure Code Ordinance will ensure
speedy and inexpensive justice for the masses who have been enduring
lawsuits in civil courts for years.
The conversion of PMDC into PMC aims to regulate private medical
colleges. According to the government, permission was granted to businesspeople in the past to make money through education, as a result 168
medical colleges opened in the country which had adversely affected the
standard of medical education and doctors in the country. Under the
whistleblower ordinance, the government will protect people who inform it
bout benami property and asset and the informer would get a 25 per cent
share in recovery on the basis of their information.
Another ordinance aims to provide the due right of women in inheritance. The Letter of Administration and Succession Certificates Ordinance
provides a mechanism for issuance of succession certificates by the National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA). The Enforcement of
Women’s Property Rights Ordinance will guarantee the right of ownership
to women in inheritance. The bill aims at preventing the family from denying the right to women through “coercion, fraud, fabrication, forgery and
cheating”. The Legal Aid and Justice Authority Ordinance seeks establishment of a legal and institutional framework to promote access to justice by
providing affordable, accessible, sustainable, credible and accountable
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legal aid, financial or other services to the poor and the vulnerable section
of society in criminal matters. The bill attaches priority to disadvantaged
women and children, especially in matters of sexual offences.
The most significant ordinance sought an amendment to the National
Accountability Ordinance under which people facing charges of corruption
worth Rs50 million or more would only be entitled to be kept in “Class C”
in jail. Two main opposition parties, the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) and the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), believe the ordinance targets their leaders who are in jails in corruption cases. The government
claims the amendment is according to its party manifesto, which called for
harsher punishment for corruption accused.
The government passed 11 ordinances passed in such haste that no
time was given to the legislators to hold a proper debate on them. The opposition rejected the passage of the ordinances and termed it “unconstitutional.” However, Law Minister Barrister Farogh Naseem and Special
Assistant to the Prime Minister Dr Firdous Ashiq Awan blamed the opposition parties for compelling the government to opt for legislation through
ordinances.
Legal experts say though there is room in the Constitution for the promulgation of ordinances, yet it can only be done when the parliament is not
in session and there is a matter of life and death for the legislature. Under
the Article 89 (1) of the Constitution, “The President may, except when the
Senate or National Assembly is in session, if satisfied that circumstances
exist which render it necessary to take immediate action, make and promulgate an Ordinance as the circumstances may require.”
The government has a bare minimum majority in the National Assembly
while it is in minority in the Senate. It thinks ordinances are the best way
to make legislation to advance its reform agenda. However, it should engage opposition parties in a meaningful way to make laws more effective.
It should provide ample time to them for debate. The opposition should
also avoid confrontation with the government for the sake of opposition. It
should cooperate with the government in making laws for the welfare of
the common people. The ruling party must also realise that law-making is
not only the job of the government. It is the job of the parliament and the
opposition is also its part. A change in the mindset is necessary to
strengthen democracy and provide relief to the people.
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Politics

The “C” class NAB
amendment
Muhammad Ali

The government has made a cosmetic change in the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) law, under which people facing charges of corruption
worth Rs50 million or more would only be entitled to be detained in “C”
class jails. The only amendment not only ignores the earlier commitment
of the government to remove flaws in the law but also observations of the
Supreme Court of Pakistan to make the accountability process more effective and fair.
The new development is shocking because the government had promised
to reform the NAB law in lengthy deliberation with the opposition after the
Supreme Court of Pakistan pointed out flaws in the legislation. Altering the
NAB law, at least four fundamental amendments proposed by the Supreme
Court of Pakistan have been ignored.
The NAB has always faced criticism for discretionary powers of its chairman to arrest an accused. It is his discretion whether he arrests an accused during interrogations or not. Some accused are arrested when a
probe starts against them. Others are not arrested till the completion of investigations. The opposition believes the NAB is using the flaw in the law
to target its members. The government should have removed the discrepancy to make the accountability process fairer.
The NAB law on voluntary return has also been a butt of criticism by superior courts. A three-judge Supreme Court bench, while hearing a case
for interpretation of the Section 25-A of the NAB law, which empowers the
NAB chairman to accept voluntary return from an accused, who is even
allowed to continue his job without departmental proceedings, had ruled
that if an appropriate amendment was not made, the apex court would give
its ruling and it had jurisdiction to strike down any law, violating the Constitution. The court observed that a crime could not end through an administrative order and an offence could not be abolished on approval of
voluntary return. Sometime back, a bill proposing amendments to the NAB
law was also introduced in the Senate by former Law Minister Farooq H
Naek, which recommended that plea bargain and voluntary return be made
in line with modern jurisprudence of the superior courts.
Bail in NAB cases has also been an issue. In a judgment, Pakistan Chief
Justice Asif Saeed Khosa recommended that the legislature should consider amending the NAB law appropriately so as to enable an accused
person to apply for bail before the relevant accountability court in the first
instance. Obviously, the accused have to approach a High Court and subsequently the Supreme Court. He observed that the intention behind the
introduction of the Section 9(b) of the National Accountability Ordinance
(NAO), which ousted the jurisdiction of the superior courts regarding grant
of bail, already stood neutralised due to opening of the door for bail through
exercise of constitutional jurisdiction of a High Court. Resultantly, the top
judge noted, the entire burden was being shouldered by the High Courts,
which was an unnecessary drain on their precious time. He said that the
High Courts and the Supreme Court had always felt difficulty in adjusting
the requirements of “without lawful authority” and “of no legal effect” relevant to a writ of certiorari (Article 199(1)(a)(ii) of the Constitution) with the
requirements of bail provided in Section 497 of the Criminal Procedure
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Code. Justice Khosa also recommended a revision of the unrealistic timeframe (thirty days) for the conclusion of a trial by an accountability court
as specified in the Section 16(a). It has never happened that an accountability court decided a reference within thirty days.
In the amended NAB Ordinance, the government has reneged on it promises to empower trial accountability courts to grant pre- and post-arrest
bail. The law minister had promised that an accused would be released
on bail if an inquiry under the NAB law was not concluded within three
months. Another change pertained to plea bargain and voluntary return.
He said that plea bargain and voluntary return would lead to disqualification
of a public office holder to hold office or employment for a period of 10
years or any other period. Other amendments included in the official draft
were: private citizens or entities, which are directly and indirectly unconnected with a public office holder, will be excluded from the purview of the
NAB law; civil servants’ lapses will not be categorised as offences and the
NAB would not take cognizance of offences based on procedural slips unless there is evidence corroborating that the officer has materially benefited
from such a decision or lapse; an underlying criminal intent and action resulting in an illegal or unjustifiable increase in the assets of a government
servant will be cognizable; and a bureaucrat’s assets will not be frozen
solely on account of a belief that he committed an offence and his property
would be frozen once the officer has been convicted by the court etc.
The sole amendment, which provides for “C” class in jail to the accused,
facing corruption charges worth Rs50 million or more, will hit mainly opposition politicians. Under the new change, the accused would be lodged
in C class jail even during an inquiry and investigation by the NAB, and judicial trial. The selective amendment to the law, while many controversial
clauses remain in place, has raised concern that the government is only
interested in amendments that affect its political opponents. The only
change will not make the accountability law more effective in any way. The
government should include superior court judgments and proposals by the
opposition in the new law to ensure fair and across-the-board accountability in the country. It will also improve its image among the public.
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Maulana Fazl’s offensive
Muhammad Zain

Maulana Fazlur Rahman may have risen to prominence through his socalled “Azadi” March but he has pushed himself to threats which could end
his role in national politics forever.
Though his open agenda is to force Prime Minister Imran Khan to resign
and announce fresh elections, yet he has not spared any effort to malign
the national institutions. The Indian media is covering his march keenly,
because it too is annoyed with Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan who
has raised the Kashmir issue at international level vociferously. According
to analysts, Fazlur Rahman wants to break the “partnership” between
Prime Minister Imran Khan and Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa.
He thinks political space for him will continue to shrink in their tenure. He
cannot ask for the Army Chief’s resignation, so he demands Prime Minister
Imran Khan to step down, dissolve assemblies and announce fresh elections. Even if Imran Khan steps down and holds snap elections, Fazl cannot win and become the prime minister of Pakistan.
Maulana Fazl’s agitation has not altered the political landscape of the
country, though he is leading the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) and Pakistan Peoples Party, the two mainstream political parties, which
are playing second fiddle to him. The march aims to settle his personal
vendetta with Prime Minister Imran Khan and his Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf
(PTI) party, which have almost eliminated his party from its traditional
strongholds in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP).
Undoubtedly, it is his democratic right to protest against the government
and ask the prime minister to step down. However, the way he is trying to
malign the Pakistan Army he is only serving the purpose of enemies of
Pakistan. The army had to respond to his rants thrice in a week. Reacting
to his speech in Islamabad in which he asked “unnamed” institutions to
act impartially, the military came with a strong response, telling the JUI-F
chief and opposition parties that the army was an impartial institution and
it supported the democratically elected government. In his speech,
Maulana Fazl had told the Azadi march, “We do not desire a clash with
the institutions” and expected them to be “impartial”. Later in the night,
Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR) Director General Maj-Gen Asif
Ghafoor joined the special transmission of ARY News over the phone and
said, “Fazlur Rahman is a seasoned politician, first he should be asked
which institution he was talking about. “Is he referring to the Election Commission of Pakistan, judiciary or army?” “If he was referring to the army,
the opposition should understand that the army is an impartial organisation. We believe in the rule of the law and the Constitution. Our support is
not for one party but democratically elected governments,” he said.
The ISPR chief said if the opposition had complaints about the transparency of the July 25, 2018, general elections and was “dragging the
army” into politics because of it, then it should keep it in mind that the army
had fulfilled its constitutional and legal responsibility. He asked the opposition parties to lodge their complaints with institutions concerned as street
protest would not solve issues. He declared that there was no point in levelling allegations against the army. He said that no one would be allowed
to disturb peace in the country.
Few days later, the military’s top brass expressed the resolve to continue
supporting national institutions “as and when asked”. A Corps Command-
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ers Conference, presided over by Army Chief General Qamar Javed
Bajwa, pledged the Pakistan Army’s continued support to national institutions as and when asked as per the Constitution. The commanders expressed their firm resolve to defend the country against the full spectrum
of threat. “We have attained better internal security and stability through
cohesive national efforts and sacrifices rendered by the Pakistan Armed
Forces, all national institutions and above all, the nation. We shall not let
it reverse to suit any vested agenda at any cost,” the Army Chief said. The
military’s statement came days after opposition leaders, including JUI-F
chief Fazlur Rahman and PML-N president Shahbaz Sharif alleged the
ruling PTI had undue support from “institutions.” The army also indicated
that it had no issues with not getting a role in holding of elections in the
country in the future. Taking part in a talk show on a private channel, army
spokesman Maj-Gen Asif Ghafoor said that Army Chief General Qamar
Javed Bajwa had already proposed to political leaders to devise a system
and create an environment that could end the military’s role in elections.
He was reacting to Fazl’s demand that army men should not be deployed
inside or outside polling stations during an election. Fazl’s demand is only
aimed at maligning the army as he fully understands that elections are not
possible in Pakistan without a security cover by the army. The army does
not take responsibility at polling stations at its own. The civil administration
calls it to maintain peace.
It is strange that Fazl had also alleged massive rigging in the 2008 and
2013 elections but accepted their results happily because he was offered
a role in the government by the PPP and the PML-N. He also contested
the presidential election after the 2013 election and resorted to agitation
when he failed to claw back into the power corridors.
Some analysts believe Fazl is acting on an offensive policy against the establishment to extract some space for himself and other opposition parties.
Some retired army officers claim Fazl has received funds from Indian and
Afghan intelligence agencies to create unrest in Pakistan through protests.
They say the foreign agencies can target him after failure of their plan.
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Human rights

Perils of US
sanctions on Iran
Shahid Hussain
US sanctions on Iran have started hurting the common people badly. They
pose a serious threat to Iranians’ right to health and access to essential medicines while the government remains largely unfazed and unaffected by them.
It is clear the sanctions are more about US interests than they are about improving the lives of ordinary Iranians.
It is strange that US foreign policy has flip-flopped on almost every issue
except Iran and it is escalating the situation under a plan after decertifying a
nuclear deal. After one round of sanctions in August and the next round in November last year, the US appears to be on a covert mission to destabilize Iran
and force regime change. However, US sanctions have drastically constrained
Iran’s ability to finance humanitarian imports. The consequences of redoubled
US sanctions, whether intentional or not, pose a serious threat to Iranians’ right
to health and access to essential medicines, and has almost certainly contributed to documented shortages, ranging from a lack of critical drugs for
epilepsy patients to limited chemotherapy medications for Iranians with cancer,
according to a new Human Rights Watch (HRW) report.
In May 2018, the Trump administration formally withdrew from the international nuclear agreement with Iran, known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action (JCPOA), agreed upon by the Obama administration in July 2015.
Over the next 120 days, until November 5, 2018, the US government re-imposed all economic sanctions related to Iran’s nuclear program that had been
previously lifted, including “secondary sanctions” on non-US entities that conduct financial or commercial transactions with Iran.
According to the latest report, at the core of the harmful knock-on effects of
renewed US sanctions on Iran is that in practice, the sanctions have largely
deterred international banks and firms from participating in commercial or financial transactions with Iran, including for exempted humanitarian transactions, due to the fear of triggering US secondary sanctions on themselves. As
a result, Iranians’ access to essential medicine and their right to health is being
negatively impacted, and may well worsen if the situation remains unchanged,
thereby threatening the health of millions of Iranians.
On several occasions, US officials have indicated that the pain US sanctions are causing for ordinary Iranians is intentional, part of a strategy to compel
Iranian citizens to demand their government to “change behavior” – a recipe
for collective punishment that infringes on Iranians’ economic rights. The restrictions on financing, combined with the sharp depreciation of the Iranian currency, the rial, have resulted in severely limiting Iranian companies and
hospitals from purchasing essential medicines and medical equipment from
outside Iran that residents depend upon for critical medical care. Moreover, renewed US sanctions have directly impacted families’ purchasing power, contributing to inflation rates of around 30 percent in the past year. Iran’s nearly
universal health care coverage currently absorbs a significant portion of health
care costs. But the failure of this system, which is already under serious financial stress, will likely have devastating effects on millions of patients, the international rights watchdog observed.
The current economic sanctions, despite the humanitarian exemptions, are
causing unnecessary suffering to Iranian citizens afflicted with a range of diseases and medical conditions. Some of the worst-affected are Iranians with
rare diseases and/or conditions that require specialized treatment who are unable to acquire previously available medicines or supplies. This includes people
with leukemia, epidermolysis bullosa (EB, a type of disease that causes fragile,
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blistering skin), or epilepsy, and individuals with chronic eye injuries from exposure to chemical weapons during the Iran-Iraq war.
The consequences for these individuals can be catastrophic: people with
severe forms of EB are now unable to access specialized bandages and are
at significantly increased risk for bacterial infections, sepsis, fusion of fingers,
and contractures of joints. Individuals with epilepsy who are resistant to common treatments and unable to access foreign-made medicines may suffer frequent, uncontrolled seizures that risk injury and result over time in severe,
permanent brain damage. Shortages of essential medicines can affect a much
broader range of patients as well. For example, an Iranian journalist has reported on severe complications after a Caesarean section believed to be related to the use of a “non-standard” anesthesia medicine because of lack of
access to higher quality medication.
Excessive caution or “overcompliance” by banks and pharmaceutical companies wary of falling afoul of US sanctions is a significant factor in limiting
Iran’s access to funds for imports of medicines and medical equipment. As former French ambassador to Washington Gérard Araud told a Hudson Institute
gathering in October 2018, “the fact is that banks are so terrified by the sanctions that they don’t want anything to do with Iran.” In the case of the specialized
bandages needed for patients with epidermolysis bullosa, the Human Rights
Watch found evidence that a European company refused to sell the bandages
as a result of sanctions despite the humanitarian exemption. In two other instances, he Human Rights Watch reviewed correspondence from banks refusing to authorize humanitarian transactions with Iran after the imposition of
sanctions This fear has even caused problems for humanitarian actors supporting thousands of Afghan refugees in Iran. The Norwegian Refugee Council
(NRC) is the largest of five international NGOs working in Iran, where they have
implemented programs in areas like education for over seven years. However,
they are now facing similar hurdles financing their operations due to sanctions.
Experts say Iran has proved to be one of the most resilient in the region
since the 1979 revolution. It has survived a plethora of social, economic and
political crises, including an eight-year war with its neighbour Iraq, unilateral
sanctions by the US in 1979 and joined by the UN in 2006 and the EU in 2016,
the 2009 Green Movement protests where hundreds of thousands questioned
the legitimacy of then-President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
Under Obama’s sanctions, the percentage of Iranian families living in
poverty almost doubled, millions were left without access to essential medical
treatment, and child marriage – according to one measure – rose by a fifth, as
struggling families pulled their girls out of school and married them off to alleviate extreme financial hardship. Sanctions that seem unrelated to innocent
civilians often have unforeseen consequences, like the almost 2,000 Iranians
who have died in plane crashes since the country’s isolation from the international community began to limit access to spare parts.
Iran has braved the toughest rounds of sanctions in the last four decades
when the Europeans, China and even Russia were siding with the US. Under
the Trump administration, China and Russia are not on board because the
Americans have withdrawn from the Iran nuclear deal unilaterally. There is no
chance for the Americans to succeed in their plan of regime change in Iran. In
the situation, the US should offer talks to resolve issues with Iran, instead of
creating problems for the common people of the Islamic Republic, the region
and itself.
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Business accolades
Husnain Shahid

Pakistan’s inclusion in the World Bank’s list of “Top-20 improvers in Doing
Business 2020” is perhaps the most significant achievement of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government after missed targets in its first year
of rule. However, the improved ranking will not attract investors if certainty
and continuity in policies are disturbed.
The big jump in the ranking is the result of diligent and concerted efforts
put in by the government’s lead agency, the Board of Investment, and other
federal as well as provincial agencies over the past two to three years. The
initiation of the reforms predates the PTI government and the fact should
be large-heartedly acknowledged. According to the World Bank, Pakistan
has improved in six areas measured by “Doing Business”, which are: starting a business, dealing with construction permits, getting electricity, registering property, paying taxes and trading across borders. The World Bank’s
Doing Business project provides objective measures of business regulations and their enforcement across 190 economies and selected cities at
the subnational and regional level.
According to the 2020 listing, Pakistan’s improvement in the six areas
is a reflection of "the country's development of an ambitious reform strategy, including the establishment of a national secretariat and prime minister's reform steering committee". The World Bank stated that Pakistan had
made the process of starting a business easier by expanding procedures
available through the online one-stop shop. Along with improvements in
property registration, the process of obtaining a construction permit has
also been made easier. The listing said that it was because the Sindh
Building and Control Authority (SBCA) and the Lahore Development Authority (LDA) had streamlined approval workflows and improved the operational efficiency of their one-stop shops. "The launching of online portals
for new commercial connections made getting electricity easier, and tariff
changes are announced in advance," it stated. Tax compliance has also
been made easier through online payment modules for value added tax
and for corporate income tax. Additionally, the corporate income tax rate
has been lowered.
Pakistan made trading across borders easier by enhancing the integration of various agencies into an electronic system and by improving coordination of joint physical inspections at the port. According to the report,
India has made it easier to do business in four areas while China, also included in the ranking, has implemented reforms in eight areas. Pakistan’s
current ranking is 108 against Bangladesh’s 168, but the latter attracted
foreign direct investment equal to 1.1 per cent of GDP in 2018 compared
to 0.8pc in Pakistan. It shows mere improvement in the ranking does not
mean an increased inflow of foreign investment. Others factors also contribute to it.
Experts say lack of policy certainty and continuity has been the major
constraint for Pakistan to attract foreign investors. Another factor which
has kept investment at bay is the country’s tax regime. It includes not just
the complicated tax code and the multiplicity of taxes, especially after the
18th Amendment, but the tax treatment ie the way the law is applied or
chosen not to be applied. The lack of tax enforcement on large swathes of
the economy, and uneven tax treatment between different industries, between firms within the same industry, and between the formal and informal
sectors of the economy, all create challenging conditions for formal busi-
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nesses.
It is matter of concern for Pakistan that its investment level is almost
half the volume of investment attracted by growing economies, like Vietnam, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. To accommodate two million young
Pakistanis entering the labour market every year, Pakistan needs to double
its investment to GDP ratio. Business leaders blame successive governments in Pakistan for lack of policy consistency, repressive taxation, high
utility costs, cumbersome procedures, weak contract enforcement and dispute resolution capacity.
However, Pakistan’s inclusion among top 100 countries in the Ease of
Doing Business Index is not a small achievement. It indicates that difficult
reforms are possible with visible political commitment, professional leadership and a good strategy that picks up on relevant global best practices.
Effective use of technology is the single most powerful variable in improving business processes. It also proves that unless ownership of reform is
with indigenous institutions, it will neither take place nor sustain.
Economists say Pakistan needs to review the role of international financial institutions, which are keen to take a seat at the policy table with
little understanding of political economy and the reforms process. The progressive economies have used international financial institutions and
donors for financing needs and knowledge sharing only. In Pakistan, policymakers give the highest level of access to low-ranking officials of international financial institutions to cover up for their own lethargy and
incompetency. The improved ranking also proves that any good reform will
not work unless the lead agency develops a relationship of mutual respect
with implementing institutions. In this case, the Board of Investment kept
a regular engagement with 36 federal and provincial institutions to find
practical solutions to facilitate businesses.
Experts say the government will have to understand that no single reform will yield the desired outcomes in a policy vacuum, weak implementation capacity and an anti-business mindset. Doing business reforms are
a small part of the overall investment climate picture where a structural
shift is needed to demonstrate the government’s commitment towards improving the investment climate, which includes supporting physical and
regulatory infrastructure, lowering the cost of doing business, world class
growth policy, fast-tracking of business transactions and resolving commercial disputes.
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Politics

Evolving political
culture of Pakistan
Raza Khan

As society is changing at a brisk rate in Pakistan, so is the political culture
of the country and there are serious consequences of these changes for
society. Political culture of a country plays an important role in the overall
stability or instability of the country. In case of Pakistan, the political culture
is ever evolving and at the moment there are certain key characteristics of
the new political culture of Pakistan which need to be identified and discussed.
The foremost characteristic of the present political culture of Pakistan
is that a power-novice political party, the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI),
has been in the saddle. As the party and its head Prime Minister Imran
Khan are completely new to the power corridors of the country, which is
extremely difficult to govern, they have so far failed to put things in order.
Consequently, there is near chaos and crisis in each sector of governance.
It is important to note that PM Khan has mainly come to power on the
promise to end financial corruption and misrule. This is again a new development in the political culture of Pakistan because hardly any political
party in the past came to the saddle on the promise to put an end to financial corruption.
The Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) and the Pakistan Muslim LeagueNawaz (PML-N), which have ruled the country four and three times respectively in different eras, every time came to power due to the failure of
the other in delivering the much-needed good. In 1970s, when the PPP
founder Zulfikar Ali Bhutto had assumed power it was more due to an accident as the country had dismembered and the remaining Pakistan had
to be ruled by the party which won most electoral constituencies in the
country. Even it was not the triumph of ideological politics over the nonideological rule of General Ayub Khan. Then the PML-N has never been
an ideological party and so is the PTI.
The PTI and PM Khan have so far been unable to get any important
victory in controlling financial corruption because of the culture of prevalent
financial misappropriation in the official circles, whether upper bureaucracy
or lower official cadres. Most of the bureaucrats and officials, who have
benefitted from this culture of financial corruption, have been resisting any
efforts by PM Khan’s government to put an end to the practices. However,
the PTI and PM Khan have also failed to control financial misappropriation
because he has been facing stiff resistance from the opposition parties,
most of whom remained part of the power circles for long, as well from
within his own party from politicians, who also somehow benefitted in the
past from the culture of official corruption in the country.
Another very important characteristic of the new political culture of Pakistan is that one main ruling party, the PTI, has been on the one side of
the political divide and almost all mainstream political parties have become
part of the combined opposition. This was nearly the case when the PTI
was protesting against electoral fraud and financial corruption by the then
ruling PML-N in 2014 and the latter was being supported by all political
parties in the parliament sans the PTI. In another words, all the traditional
parties and forces have banded together in opposing the newer entrant to
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the power corridors, the PTI. This is basically due to the fact that all traditional political parties have stakes in the older political system which the
PTI wants to overthrow. It is noteworthy that in the recently held grand sitin by the Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-Islam-Fazl (JUI-F), the party head, Maulana
Fazlur Rahman, only emphasized on removing the PTI and PM Khan from
the power instead of coming up with a reform or restructuring programme
for the political sphere. Thus, the dominant interests of traditional political
groups and parties in the new political culture of Pakistan are to preserve
their interests in the political system while that of their challenger, the PTI,
is to overthrow the system. In the last general elections, people at large in
Pakistan sided with the PTI as the old political system and culture could
not deliver the much-needed benefits while it also could not fulfil the basic
needs of the people. The PTI, on its part, has also so far failed to come up
with a new system of governance that is beneficial to majority of the people
instead of serving the vested interests.
A key characteristic of the new political culture of Pakistan is that ideology has become nearly completely irrelevant and political groups which
have always claimed to have been ideological entities have become completely marginalized. These include the PPP, the ANP and the Jamaat-eIslami etc. The foremost reason for the irrelevance of the parties adhering
somehow to a particular ideology is that for people issues and needs have
become far more important as they are the matter of survival than any ideology with its unfulfilled promises. A closer look at the traditional political
culture of Pakistan also reveals the fact that people have never voted in
majority for so-called ideological parties. If someone would argue that they
voted for the PPP four times, then it must be remembered that the PPP
has always practiced the politics of bread and butter as is evident from its
classical slogan of roti, kapra or makan (bread, cloth and shelter) to which
it put a distorted ideological shroud of Islamic socialism, a complete misnomer.
On the other hand, in the new political culture of Pakistan the traditional
political groups competing in the political arena in the name of Islam have
become quite irrelevant and marginalized. These groups, which are spearheaded by the JUI-F, followed by JI and various factions of JUI and Barelvi
sect groups, have been nearly-completely rejected by people. For instance, the JUI-F in its traditional strongholds of tribal areas and southern
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and the JI in Upper Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Although
Pakistanis have never voted to power Islamist political parties at the federal
level and they could only get a few seats whenever elections were held in
the country, yet these parties and groups have become quite irrelevant in
the new political culture.
The changed political culture of Pakistan has serious consequences
for society. Majority of people have become quite interested in political developments, thanks to the media’s unprecedented coverage of political issues and governance-related matters. However, seeing the system and
ruling parties not delivering, the people are also becoming increasingly
disenchanted with the politics of the country.
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Fazl fighting a
losing battle?
Raza Khan

The head of the Jamiat-Ulema-e-Islam Fazl faction (JUI-F), Maulana Fazlur Rahman, recently staged a huge protest campaign against the federal government; however, it failed to dislodge Prime Minister Imran
Khan’s government. Nevertheless, despite its failure to bring down the
government, the JUI-F made its presence felt in the power corridors of
the country.
JUI-F head Fazl had been making preparations to stage a huge
protest against the PTI government of PM Khan for months. He even
revealed his intentions several months back. In fact, he was waiting and
watching the unfolding political situation in the country. He knew that the
top leadership of the main opposition political parties, the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP), was
either in jail or would soon be incarcerated on the charges of substantial
corruption. Therefore, the political void of the opposition would be filled
by him. Fazl was shrewd enough to calculate that he would be able to
fill the political void and launch a massive protest movement to catapult
himself to a position to bargain with the government and the powers that
be. However, it would be naive to argue that Fazl was not given any signal of cooperation from the powers that be. The latter may not like to
see the JUI-F turn the tables on the PTI government but there were
other reasons for which he was facilitated. The setting free of the PMLN founder and former three-time Prime Minister, Nawaz Sharif, his
daughter and political heir, Maryam Nawaz, during the JUI-F protest
campaign was quite meaningful. Equally so was the PML-N decision not
to support the JUI-F whole-heartedly once the massive sit-in started.
This is despite the fact that it was Nawaz Sharif, who had announced
participation in the JUI-F protest against the PM Khan government.
However, his younger brother and Leader of the Opposition in the National Assembly, Mian Shahbaz Sharif, was quite against the idea of the
PML-N support to the JUI-F. But when things started getting clear, Shahbaz also threw his support behind the JUI-F and its protest.
On the other hand, the PPP distanced itself from the protest campaign of the JUI-F and the party Chairman Bilawal Bhutto Zardari quite
clearly said that he would not take part in the sit-in. The PPP knew that
the ultimate winner of the whole situation would be the JUI-F and that it
also realized that it at least had a government in Sindh province, so dislodging the PTI federal government would also result in ultimately losing
power in Sindh in case the JUI-F’s main demand of new elections in the
country was somehow accepted.
One of the reasons for the JUI-F head staging a massive protest
against the PTI government was that the latter has a very thin support
in the National Assembly. In fact, it is less than ten members due to
which the PM Khan government is in majority. The fact of the matter is
that the PTI government has been afloat with the critical support of coalition partners, like the Balochistan National Party-Mengal (BNP-M), Muttahida Qaumi Movement and Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid. The
BNP-M has serious reservations over the treatment it has received from
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the PTI. Therefore, it could be wooed away from the PTI and in this case
the government would be hanging with a proverbial thread. So, Fazl calculated that if pressure was mounted, the government’s coalition partners could be won over. In this case new elections would have been a
matter of course. More importantly, all credit of such a political success
would go the JUI-F.
Insofar as the political stature of Fazl is concerned, it has been given
a boost by staging such a huge protest against the sitting government
in the heart of the federal capital. Gathering such a huge crowd, whose
thousands of members have shown extraordinary verve and commitment for remaining in Islamabad for so many days is no mean achievement. A section of the media depicted a very negative picture of the
members of the protest campaign by showing a handful of them enjoying
slides and swings in Islamabad parks and playing cricket. But the fact
is that like any other normal human beings the members of the JUI-F
protest have every right to enjoy their lives in a positive way and any
criticism in this regard was misplaced. Fazl has intelligently gathered
such a massive crowd and kept its members in Islamabad, so that to
train them for the future political campaigns. He obviously followed PM
Khan, who in 2014 had staged an unprecedented more than a 100-day
sit-in in Islamabad to force the then Nawaz Sharif government to resign
for electoral fraud. In the sit-in, PM Khan, who was once the best cricket
all-rounder in the world and also enabled Pakistan to win the 1992
Cricket World Cup, had trained his young party workers. Mr. Khan knew
that unless he put to test his supporters belonging to “burger families,”
he could not have a realistic chance to carry forward successful political
and electoral campaigns, particularly winning the Election Day. Likewise,
the JUI-F, which always has a significant following although in pockets,
could not fully utilize the support to win elections. Thus, Fazl wanted to
transform his supporters into a fighting machine, so that in future they
could be instrumental in making them win votes and electoral constituencies. For any political party in this day and age, when ideological
politics have become largely irrelevant and people generally have become used to ease and avoid difficulties and challenges, it is an uphill
task to hold protest campaigns, stage movements and do electioneering
and carry the day when polling is held. So, the JUI-F head knew that it
was high time to train his young supporters, particularly from its base,
the seminaries.
Thus, the holding of a massive protest movement by the JUI-F would
go a long way in strengthening the party. However, at the same time,
Fazl, by staging a sit-in, took the biggest gamble of his and his party’s
life. But one thinks that it had become a compulsion for the JUI-F chief
as the party could not win a significant number of seats in the last national elections and it was the third time on the trot that it remained out
of government in its political support base, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
province, despite getting a couple of ministries in the federal government
in almost two decades.
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SMEs: A
neglected sector
Muhammad Jahangir

The small and medium enterprises (SMEs) play an important role in the
economic growth of a country. The sector is labour-intensive and is generally based on indigenous raw material. But it has not received the attention it deserves.
Our economic policies mostly favour the large scale industry which
has been the major beneficiaries of government's concessional policies
and special packages. By contrast, the small scale industrial sector,
which has immense economic potential, can be tapped for the socioeconomic development of the country through effective facilitation from
public and private sector. However, it remains neglected.
In Pakistan, the SME sector constitutes more than 90pc of all production capacity. It contributes substantially to economic growth and
development, employing 80pc of the non-agricultural labor force with a
share of approximately 40pc in the GDP. But it is the large industrial
sector that gets the benefits of lower sales tax, import of duty-free and
sales tax-free goods, access to financing facilities through the longterm financing facility and export refinance scheme which are not available to the SME sector.
According to a World Bank study, SME sector's contribution to employment creation and GDP growth is higher for middle-income countries than for high-income countries. In the middle-income countries,
the sector contributes over 95pc of the total employment and about
70pc of GDP while for high-income counties it contributes to over 55pc
of GDP and around 65pc employment.
SMEs can contribute to Pakistan’s growth through innovation, competitiveness, entrepreneurship, employment generation and poverty alleviation. But, unlike large enterprises in the formal sector, small and
medium enterprises face financial constraints and technical limitations
due to their small size, disintegration and a lack of organisation. This
inherent downside of an SME makes it imperative that there should be
a policy mechanism through which they get support in different functions of business, including financial liquidity, technical upgradation,
marketing, and human resource training and development.
The small-scale sector assists in local development since SMEs accelerate rural industrialization by linking it with the more organized sector. These sectors utilize domestically produced raw materials as
against large-scale units that rely on imported raw materials. They convert local raw materials into semi-finished items which are later utilized
by vertically integrated units that have capital, modern equipment, and
fine skills to process these into finished products that are then exported.
The number of large industrial units is quite small and they provide limited employment in selected location in big cities or their adjoining regions. By contrast, the small sector has the capacity to produce diverse
value-added products and create employment in far-flung and underdeveloped areas.
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Pakistan's economy is largely agrarian and to supplement the agricultural sector, successive governments have focused on large-scale
industrialization. The rationale behind this policy was to achieve selfsufficiency through import substitution and earn foreign exchange
through enhanced exports. Unfortunately, we have not been able to attain both objectives.
Currently, Pakistan is facing an enormous trade deficit with huge inflows of imports, substituting domestically produced products. With the
prevailing economic conditions, alternates are needed to sustain and
revive the stagnant economic growth rate.
It calls for shifting the focus towards the small-scale sector since
economic indicators, like the high interest rate, record high devaluation
of currency, a high cost of doing business and low GDP growth rate are
all contrary to the conditions required for the growth of the large-scale
production sector. An industrial policy is required that focuses on integrating SMEs and the disaggregated sector into vertically-integrated
advanced sectors. SMEs can be the bridge between agricultural sector’s raw materials and formal sectors’ finished products. It has remained the weakest link in our economy and hence we are largely
reliant on imported processed raw materials and even imported products for everyday domestic consumption, like textiles, gems and jewelry, grocery items, basic electrical fittings and sporting equipment etc.
Besides, SMEs have huge potential for alleviating poverty in Pakistan. They have the potential for participating and creating previously
unsought benefits of a globalised and digital economy. There is a lack
in the extent of globalisation and technology utilization in our country
as compared to other regional competitors. Against this backdrop, the
digital transformation and restructuring of industries in Pakistan is essential for promoting economic growth. One such opportunity lies in developing the cottage industry or small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
which are integral to the sustainable growth and development of the
economy.
In the past, several measures have been taken to stimulate the
small industries sector, including the establishment of the Small and
Medium Enterprises Development Authority (SMEDA) in 1998. The
contemporary economic slowdown necessitates multipronged policy initiatives, like the establishment of technical services and training centers.
Needless to say, adequate financing facilities at low interest rates
are the most critical factor in encouraging investment in small-scale
sector along with tax concessions on investment for the new investors.
A new credit policy should be formulated to provide funds for labour-intensive units producing intermediately products in small-scale self-employment units which have the potential to provide a cushion to the
national economy currently passing through a critical period.
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SBP report: A grim
transition
Muhammad Jahangir

The State Bank of Pakistan’s annual report for 2018-19 paints the picture
of an economy in a state of painful transition.
According to the report, the real GDP growth rate decelerated to 3.3
percent in FY19 as compared to 5.5 percent in FY18. The major cause
was a decline in the commodity producing sectors and a relatively lower
pace of growth in the services sector. The headline consumer price index
(CPI) inflation almost doubled from 3.9 percent in FY18 to 7.3 percent in
2018-19 due to underlying demand pressures, increase in administered
prices and rupee devaluation.
The SBP continued with its monetary tightening policy throughout the
year and increased the policy rate six times by a cumulative 575 basis
points. While private sector credit shrank during FY19, the government's
budgetary borrowings increased substantially because of a significant increase in current expenditures and a slowdown in revenue collection. Of
major concern was PSE debt which jumped from 4.0 percent to 5.3 percent
of GDP during the year.
The year saw a deterioration in major fiscal indicators. Overall budget
deficit reached a historic high of 8.9 percent of GDP during FY19 which
was far in excess of the target of 6.0 percent fixed in the beginning of the
year. The deterioration was caused by a sharp decline in revenue collection and a steep rise in current expenditures. In the external sector, current
account posted a deficit of dollar 13.9 billion in FY19 which was nearly
two-thirds of the deficit recorded in the previous year. The improvement in
C/A deficit came from significant import compression and a robust growth
in workers' remittances. Foreign exchange reserves of the country held
with the SBP dropped by more than $2.0 billion during the year. Debt dynamics of the country also deteriorated further in FY19. Pakistan's total
debt and liabilities (TDL) rose to Rs 40.2 trillion by the end of June, 2019,
showing a massive increase of Rs 10.3 trillion during the year.
According to the State Bank of Pakistan, during FY20 macroeconomic
stabilisation would continue to be the top priority of the government. The
GDP growth rate is likely to remain subdued in the range of 3-4 percent
during the year. Meanwhile, inflation is expected to exceed the annual plan
projection of 8.5 percent by nearly 3 percent. However, price pressures
may begin to recede in the second half of FY20, setting the tone for considerably lower inflation in FY21. The external sector's outlook is positive
on the whole. Exports are expected to pick up further and workers' remittances are likely to remain robust during the year. The outlook for the fiscal
sector was, however, not straightforward. Even if things turn out according
to the plan, fiscal deficit during the current year may be around 7 percent
of GDP.
Despite facing a host of problems, the present government has taken
a number of steps to improve the overall economic situation. These include
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exchange rate alignment of the rupee rate with the market, a sharp increase in interest rates, curtailment in PSDP, rise in energy prices and
deepening and broadening the tax net to raise revenue receipts. These
measures, although necessary, have hurt the ordinary people hard and
forced traders and businessmen to pay their taxes in accordance with their
incomes. That is why most of the business community members in the
country are now up in arms and pressurising the government to take back
these measures or at least review them to offset some of the financial pain
associated with them.
The SBP's annual report is quite comprehensive in its coverage of various aspects of the national economy and its prognosis closer to reality
than most of the other public documents. The annual report has been published at a time when most of the data for FY19 is already available in the
final form. Another factor could be that the SBP Governor is not from the
country's bureaucracy and has furnished an honest view of the situation.
What is of special note is the fact that almost all the macroeconomic
indicators during FY19 deteriorated, emphasizing the need for a greater
effort to reverse the worsening trends in the economy and soften the impact of the past mismanagement of the economy in order to stabilise it.
The GDP growth rate during FY19 was a meagre 3.3 percent and is projected to range between 3 and 4 percent during the current year. Given
the present population growth rate, one cannot expect a reasonable rise
in standards of living and a reduction in poverty levels in the next few
years.
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Education

Education standards:
looking for a silver lining
Rasheed Ali

The standard of education in Pakistan has gone down drastically over the
decades, believes MA Hassan Chaudhry, the principal of a high school, situated at Ferozpur Road, Lahore. He recalls that when he was a fifth grader
at a middle school in a village of Bahawalnagar district over 40 year ago, the
class in-charge teachers used to put the class to Urdu spelling tests (Imla)
and dodging tables (paharay tokmay) almost on a daily basis. During the
tests, the teachers used to utter any Urdu word in the class to write it on a
takhti (wooden tablet), or ask their students any dodging tables from 2 to 20.
Interestingly, majority of students would perform very good and many a time
they would produce 100% correct results, recalls the principal in his late 50s.
“But today, when I dictate any ninth or tenth grader some Urdu words,
they always cut a sorry figure and prove to be a big failure,” regrets the principal. “And more painfully, even if you ask a college or university student to
pen a few lines in Urdu or English, almost 95% would fail to write a spelling
error-free paragraph,” adds the senior teacher, an MPhil in Physics from the
Punjab University Lahore. “You watch a private television channel for some
time, or read any news item in any newspaper, you will come to know what
is the standard of education being imparted to students these days,” says
the principal.
Hassan Chaudhry is not the lone protesting voice in the country. The
World Development Report 2018, titled “Learning to Realise Education’s
Promise”, highlighted the threat of schooling without learning in Pakistan,
saying substandard education was not only a wasted opportunity for developing human resource, but also a great injustice to children and youth in the
country. Jim Yong Kim, World Bank group president, had called the “learning
crisis” a “moral and economic crisis”. The report said that education alone is
not enough, as learning and acquiring skills was what truly enabled a student
to make a difference in their and others’ life. Shedding light on the state of
schooling in Pakistan, the World Bank said two-fifths of grade 3 students in
urban centres could not perform a two-digit subtraction, such as 54-25, and
the average rose to three-fifths in rural areas.
Listing the reasons for the failure of the schooling systems, the WB report
highlighted four key problem areas: unskilled and unmotivated teachers, unprepared learners, limited school inputs (budget, learning resources and material) and poor governance and school management that affect learning.
The report proposed three focus areas that could reduce the learning gap
and allow a level playing field to students. The first step is to assess learning
so it can become an assessable goal. It focuses on analysing the shortfalls
and putting “in place good metrics for monitoring whether programmes and
policies are delivering learning”.
The second step is to “act on evidence — to make schools work for all
learners”, while the final step is to align actors to make the whole system
work for learning by involving politicians, civil society, judiciary etc. for social
mobilisation and removal of impediments, as well as for involvement in the
educational process.
Faisal Bari, a senior research fellow at the Institute of Development and
Economic Alternatives, says poor learning outcomes have been known for a
long time in the country. “All of the tests, examinations conducted in Pakistan
have indicated low learning outcomes,” he shares with Cutting Edge. The
Annual Status of Education Report (ASER) has been documenting these
poor outcomes for years. But state attention on the issue of quality of educa-
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tion and learning has been more recent, he notes.
The educationist says the ASER 2018 (Annual Status of Education Report), launched recently, showed some gains in learning across Pakistan
compared to learning outcomes in 2016. However, Bari says, “We will have
to wait for 2020 to find out whether the gains are maintained. Still in parts of
Balochistan and Sindh, small gains, no gains were made,” he says. Faisal
Bari notes that the gap in learning outcomes between children going to private and public schools have not been bridged yet, with private schoolchildren doing better than their public school peers. “All this is despite the fact that
private school students, on average, continue to receive more after-school
coaching (tuitions). This would be very interesting to follow up on over the
next few years,” believes the educationist.
Some recent developments also show that government authorities are
not totally oblivious to the crisis. Minister for Education and Professional
Training Shafqat Mahmood told Cutting Edge at an education workshop last
month that a comprehensive policy had been finalised to improve education
standards in the country. He said all provincial governments, education departments as well as international partners had been consulted during the
past one year to launch special campaigns to enhance the literacy rate in the
country and improve educational standards. He told Cutting Edge that he
had met World Bank President David Malpass few months back to discuss
possible ways about how Pakistan’s learning poverty could be addressed.
The WB president was in Pakistan as the head of a delegation and Pakistan’s minister for education and professional training looked in the solutions
that could help the country achieve its goal of ensuring that every child is able
to read by the age of 10 years. The meeting took stock of critical actions
needed by the government to help Pakistan come out of its “learning poverty.”
Shafqat Mahmood assured the WB delegation the government was ensuring equality of opportunities, geographically and across various streams
of education. He explained the key initiatives the education ministry was undertaking to reform the education system in Pakistan, especially with regards
to implementing a uniform curriculum in the county.
The minister shared his plans with Cutting Edge, saying that plans had
been under way to reorganise the ministry and establish a policy and research unit to analyse critical information on students learning outcomes,
school data and education financing from across the country to devise better
policies, and improve decision making. He said that the Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf-led coalition government believes in political, financial and management
coordination to ensure that the country could bring students back to school
and improve learning outcomes to enhance productivity and economic
growth.
Like the federal minister, the boys high school principal, MA Hassan
Chaudhry, is also optimistic about increase in the literacy rate and improvement in education standards in the years to come. He says he had served at
the Civil Secretariat Punjab Education Department as well as various projects
for over a decade. “But now I have decided to spend remaining years of my
service in schools to make efforts for improving learning levels among students,” he says. “The target of imparting quality education to students could
be achieved even today if only 50pc of teachers in the country decide that
they would not compromise on quality of education in their respective
schools,” the principal says with conviction.
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Viewpoint

Media curbs in Pakistan
Faheem Amir

International Day to End Impunity for Crimes against Journalists is observed by the United Nations on November 2 every year. The day is observed not only to remember journalists who have sacrificed their lives
while performing their professional duties but also highlight the threats and
dangers which journalists are facing across the world.
There are many corrupt people, politicians and criminals who do not
like to be exposed by journalists. To save their corruption and sin, they do
not feel any hesitation even to threaten, beat and kill journalists. Unfortunately, these criminals are so powerful that they go unpunished. They
enjoy impunity while journalists suffer and die in many countries.
The situation of journalists and the media in Pakistan is also very precarious and serious. According to Freedom Network, a media watchdog,
around 33 journalists were killed while rendering their journalistic duties
during the past six years, including seven in the past one year (November
2018 to October 2019). The report, titled “100% Impunity for Killers, 0%
Justice for Pakistan’s Murdered Journalists: Crime and Punishment in Pakistan’s Journalism World” issued a “Pakistan Impunity Scorecard” which
unmasks very alarming statistics.
According to the Pakistan Impunity Scorecard, “a total of 32 FIRs were
registered for the murder of 33 journalists during the period 2013-19, of
which the police could file challans (charge-sheet) in only 20 cases – or
just 60 percent. Out of 33 cases, the courts declared only 20 cases fit for
trial (60 percent) of which prosecution and trial were completed in only six
cases – only 18 percent. In these six cases, the killer was convicted in just
one case but escaped punishment after successfully overturning the conviction at the appeal stage after which the family of the murdered journalist
abandoned its pursuit for justice for lack of resources. The net result: justice for 33 murdered journalists – zero percent!”
The cases of seven journalists murdered in Pakistan in the past one
year (between November 2018 and October 2019) are also included in the
statistics. According to the report, “FIRs were registered in all seven cases,
but challan was filed by the police in only four cases (57 percent). The
courts declared all these four cases fit for trial, but prosecution and trial
were concluded in not even a single case. In short, none of the cases of
seven journalists murdered in Pakistan for their work in the past one year
reached the critical stage where the courts could hand a verdict and give
them justice”.
According to Freedom Network, “the impunity enjoyed by the killers of
journalists in Pakistan is one of the highest in the world. While, print media
journalists in Pakistan are the most vulnerable among those working for
various media. Data for the period 2013-19 shows they are 69.6 percent
more at risk of murder than compared to journalists working for TV (27.2
percent) or internet media (3 percent) or radio (0 percent). Of the 23 murdered journalists working for the print media, eight were based in KP (34.7
percent), seven in the Punjab (30.4 percent), five in Balochistan (21.7 percent) and three in Sindh (13 percent). In this period, no journalists primarily
working for the print media were murdered in AJK, GB or Islamabad. Of
the nine murdered journalists working for TV channels, four were based
in Sindh (44.4 percent), 3 in the Punjab (33.3 percent) and 2 in KP (22.2
percent) including one in erstwhile Tribal Areas now merged into KP”. The
report says, “data for 2013-19 shows Pakistani journalists are at most risk
of being murdered if they are based in KP – 11 were murdered there in the
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period (33.3 percent), the Punjab – 9 were murdered there (27.2 percent),
Sindh – 7 were murdered there (21.2 percent), Balochistan – 5 were murdered there (15.1 percent) and Islamabad – one was murdered there (3
percent)”.
“Mysterious, nameless and unidentified actors constitute the biggest
threat to journalists in Pakistan during 2013-19 with 18 of the 33 journalists
(54.5 percent) murdered in this period being targeted by them. The second
biggest threat source to the lives of journalists are non-state actors – outlawed terror and militant groups, including transnational actors – who murdered journalists. Other threat sources include members of political parties
who allegedly murdered four journalists (12 percent) and religious groups
and state authorities who allegedly murdered one journalist each (3 percent each)”, reads the report. According to the report, “in three-fourth
cases, the local state authorities were pre-informed by journalists of threats
they were facing before being murdered. Despite early warning and threat
reporting, the authorities failed to prevent their murders”.
The Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) also confirms that “impunity” in the cases of murdered journalists remains “firmly entrenched” in
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Russia, and 10 other countries across the world,
where criminal groups, politicians, government officials, and other powerful
actors resort to violence to silence critical and investigative reporting.”
“Pakistan ranked eighth with 16 unsolved killings. The 13 countries accounted for 222 of the 318 deaths in the past 10 years,” CPJ said.
The Guardian also writes that Pakistani journalists face blanked-out articles, pulled funding and channel shutdown. While Pakistan has a turbulent relationship with media freedom, under Imran Khan, elected as prime
minister last year, censorship is felt heavier than ever before. However,
the broadcast regulator Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority
(PEMRA) was forced to backtrack on a directive issued to all TV news anchors, banning them from expressing personal views on their shows, punishable by a fine of up to 10 million rupees (£189,384), after it was publicly
slammed by Reporters Without Borders as a “grotesque” example of censorship. The Peshawar High Court also ruled that PEMRA’s ban on TV
channels airing a press conference by Maulana Fazlur Rehman, the leader
of the opposition, was illegal”.
All these threatening facts and figures clearly show that the media is
not free in Pakistan. Journalists are living under perennial threats. Pakistan’s Constitution ensures freedom of speech and expression. The Article
19 of the Constitution reads: “Every citizen shall have the right to freedom
of speech and expression and there shall be freedom of the press, subject
to any reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the interest of the glory
of Islam or the integrity, security or defence of Pakistan or any part thereof,
friendly relations with foreign states, public order, decency or morality, or
in relation to contempt of court (commission of) or incitement to an offence.”
No democracy can work without freedom of the media. It is the duty of
journalists to expose corruption of the corrupt people, including politicians,
businessmen, and other institutions of the state. But, unfortunately, there
are many forces which stop the media and journalists from performing their
constructive services and work. The state should take every possible step
to ensure freedom and security of the media and journalists, if it wants to
flourish a real democracy in the country.
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Politics

Wisdom and folly
Askari Raza Malik

Hazrat Ali (RA) said, “The richest person is he who has knowledge and
wisdom, and the poorest is the ignorant who does not even know that
people laugh at him”. Knowledge and wisdom are two different things. A
knowledgeable person is not necessarily also wise. Wisdom is a blessing
of God. It is a reward for God consciousness or Taqwa as known to the
Muslims who care to know.
Wisdom enables people to differentiate between myth and reality, right
and wrong, truth and falsehood, selfishness and sacrifice, integrity and
corruption, just and unjust and rights and limitations. Wisdom creates
good sense and sense of proportion in the wise. Above all, it makes one
conscious of human limitations and one’s role in making of destiny vis a
vis Divine power, justice and intervention. The wise know that the matter
is indestructible and what goes around comes around.
Two categories of people in Pakistan are adept at turning all the logic
on its head; the Mullahs and the politicians, especially those who came
after Ayub. One of the knowledgeable politicians while censuring the government in strongest possible words demanded “a stress-free political system.” That is innocence personified. That is asking for paradise on earth.
Life is a stressful business. The government is incapable of removing his
stresses. He perhaps meant NAB-free political environment. He must
know that peace comes with sacrifice, not loot. It results from self-denial,
not self-worship. It is essential to kill the ego before wishing for a stressfree life.
The National Accountability Bureau (NAB) is a blessing in disguise.
With the NAB the Divine accountability might be delayed. When it comes
from above, there is nowhere to run. It has happened before. Our recent
history should serve as an eye opener. Some political families have become history. Where are Bhutto’s real heirs? Bilawal is a pseudo Bhutto.
Fatima is a genuine Bhutto though she remains rather recluse. Bilawal is
in vain trying to cash in on Bhutto’s legacy.
They have lost sons, suffered humiliation and ignominy on various accounts, earned ugly reputation and contacted untimely ailments, but their
conscience is in deep slumber and they do not learn their lessons.
One more political stalwart asserts that if anything happened to his
leader, Imran Khan would be held responsible. Did IK tell him to commit
theft that he is famous for? Remember, what goes around, comes around.
It is time to wake up to the ground realities. Look the way the wind is blowing. The atmosphere is charged with the word “accountability.” If the NAB
fails to nab the culprits, Divine accountability would ensue. Who knows it
might have already commenced. Who can tell the abrupt sinking count of
platelets, the ever-rising sugar level, galloping BP, the angina and even
the stone in the kidney and hernia are not the harbinger of the ominous.
Then there are royalists more loyal than the king. They turn and twist
the logic to defend their respective godfathers and cannot wait to shift the
blame elsewhere, be it the government, the NAB, courts or the military.
They insult the common man’s intelligence and his ability to tell simple
right from wrong. In this they also commit a sin against God. He says,
“And do not mix the truth with falsehood or conceal the truth while you
know (it)’, 2:42. And, “We know what they conceal and what they declare.”
(36:76)
Her own party man, President Leghari had sacked BB’s government
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for corruption. The President was convinced that she was patronizing her
notorious husband. In addition, he should have asked for investigations
and taken her to court.
Ghulam Ishaq should have done the same with Nawaz Sharif when
he sacked him for corruption. And when it came to Musharraf, he in his
impetuosity forgot that Nawaz Sharif was also guilty of crimes against the
nation. He had sufficient grounds to indict him for corruption and get rid
of him once and for all. All of them had failed to nip the evil in the bud.
The tumor grew into cancer and it fell to IK’s destiny to treat national political cancer also.
The Maulana’s march has turned into a sit-in. Politicians, who fear the
NAB more than they fear God, have joined him. The Maulana is one of
them. He is not far back in the queue. The mullahs-cum-politicians are a
deadly combination. They have unlimited ability to turn wisdom into folly
and folly into wisdom and get away with murder. Still it looks as if all their
usual mantra failed to bear fruit.
A wee bit too early in the day the Maulana had started seeing red. He
thought 1977 was in the offing. The others also know that anarchy is the
only hope to save them from the onslaught of accountability. Yet they are
not prepared to stick their necks out all the way. It is doubtful if the
Maulana would dare it alone. But if he indeed unleashed his goons to “arrest the PM as he claims,” the government is not unlikely to act purposefully to quell the rebellion. All the undemocratic tactics and practices that
Pakistan has so painfully endured in the past must be finished for good.
The salvation of this government, nay, that of Pakistan is at stake.
The ISPR DG’s statement was excellently timed. The Maulana was
obviously jolted. This time his boasts were aptly answered. He has limited
options now. His dream to create a large-scale law and order situation all
over the country will result in dilution of his limited resources and degradation in detail. His agitation has won him a universal exposure in the Indian media and pleased the Afghan Taliban whose banners he has
shamelessly displayed. If that were his aim, he has achieved it. In that
case Indian resources have been well spent. Beyond that the Maulana
would turn out to be a big looser.
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Conflict

India’s hegemonic designs
M. Fazal Elahi
It has been reported in the Indian and Pakistani media lately that India has firmed
up its plan to massively augment its military capability over the next 5-7 years.
According to information from an official document and Indian military
sources, published in a leading Indian daily on September 11 and some leading
English language dailies of Pakistan on October 23, India has decided to take a
quantum leap vis-à-vis strengthening its military capability. As reported, India has
finalised a plan to spend $130 billion over the next five to seven years to modernise its armed forces and reinforce their combat capabilities over rivals in the
region.
The document, as reported in the media, says the Indian government will
work on a comprehensive plan to expedite modernisation of its army, navy and
the air force. Under the plan, a range of significant weapons, missiles, fighter jets,
submarines and warships will be procured in the next few years. It is said, fasttrack infantry modernisation, including procurement of 2,600 infantry combat vehicles and 1,700 future-ready combat vehicles for the Indian army tops the list of
priorities. Another key priority is to procure 110 multirole fighter aircraft for the IAF.
According to a report by Abhinav Dutta, “India’s defence industry has failed
to manage its defence requirements as of today. India is one of the largest arms
importers in the world as the indigenous production of technology is one area
where India continues to struggle. India’s defence preparedness, therefore, remains a question as some of the most crucial requirements in various services
of the armed forces have not been fulfilled because of severe deficiencies in the
defence industry.“ Adding further, he said given the track record of the Indian government and the armed forces, not much was expected. There are lots of obstacles to the way of the modernisation plan. In the past, the pace of modernisation
of the Indian armed forces has been sluggish and technologically deficient, he
maintained.
Regardless of all that has been reported vis-à-vis India’s plans to strengthen
its armed forces phenomenally and its not so good past track-record with regard
to procurement of military hardware for its armed forces, what should be a cause
for major concern for the countries of the region, China and Pakistan in particular,
is India’s unprecedented hegemonic designs in this part of the globe. Strongly
backed by the US, in particular, and the other powers that be, in general, which
are deeply engaged in selling state-of-the-art military hardware worth billions of
dollars to India, augmentation of its armed forces has become a cornerstone of
India’s defense policy. According to Indian defence analysts, Pakistan is an immediate threat to India while China will be a medium-term threat, they presume.
They, therefore, firmly believe that India should focus more on the Chinese military
threat because, according to them, if India is prepared to take on China it could
capably confront two-front wars.
A report of the Military Balance, a prestigious annual publication of The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), UK, published in an eminent Indian
daily, the Economic Times, on February 15, 2018, said India overtook the UK as
the fifth-largest defence spender in the world in 2017 at $52.5 billion. Quoting the
Military Balance 2018 issue, the Economic Times further said that India's defence
budget broke into the world's top five, beating the UK for the first time, signaling
a key shift in the military balance between the two countries. India overtook the
UK as the fifth-largest defence spender in the world in 2017 at $52.5 billion, up
from $51.1 billion in 2016. In contrast, the UK's defence budget fell from $52.5
billion in 2016 to $50.7 billion. According to a list (2019 Fact Sheet) published by
the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), India’s defense
budget has risen to $66.5 in 2019.
Bolstering its armed forces beyond justifiable limits cogently reflects India’s
hegemonistic ambitions. It is a known fact that India’s phenomenal military buildup
is largely focused on containing Pakistan and generally the countries of the region. Yet another reason often given by India for massively augmenting the armed
forces is the threat that it claims to be facing from China. The China factor vis-àvis India’s perpetual augmentation of its armed forces is what is being strongly
backed by the US in particular and the other powers that be in general. It is a
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universal fact that the US strongly desires to see India emerge as a regional
power, particularly to contain China.
The question is, however, have people at the helm of governance in India
ever realized that attainment of its hegemonic ambitions, through massive buildup
of its armed forces, is costing its downtrodden masses very dearly? Have they
ever thought that the people who have been bringing them to the citadel of power,
time and again, deserve a better deal than what they have always got over the
past seven decades? Apparently, they haven’t.
According to the latest Indian Human Development Survey, released on May
11, 2019, nearly half (47.9 per cent) the Indian households that have more than
five children are severely deprived of shelter, water, sanitation, health and education as compared to 7.8 per cent of poor families without children. According
to the World Bank, up to 24 per cent of the world’s poor live in India, the fifth
largest country by gross domestic product in 2017. India's richest 1per cent held
58 per cent of the country's total wealth, which was higher than the global figure
of about 50%, indicating extreme inequalities. Sadly, the situation vis-à-vis the
issue of poverty in Pakistan is not very encouraging either. Some reports reveal
that roughly 40% of the population of Pakistan lives below the poverty line. The
prevailing alarming poverty situation in India and Pakistan conveys a very strong
and cogent message to the people at the helm of governments in both neighbouring countries that they should make sincere and sustained efforts to dedicatedly work towards the wellbeing of their masses who live by the day and for
whom life continues to be murky and challenging.
India is utterly neglecting the welfare of a very large segment of its masses.
It is doing so, by unjustifiably spending a significant part of its resources on
strengthening its armed forces rather than on the wellbeing of over 70 percent of
its (1.36 billion) underprivileged populace. Compelled by India’s massive expansion of its armed forces, Pakistan too is being forced to spend roughly Rs. 1.15
trillion (amounting to 17 percent) of its national budget on its armed forces. This
too, undeniably, is a fairly sizeable amount when looked at in the context of its
total annual (2019) national budget of Rs.7 trillion.
This extremely unfortunate situation solicits from those at the helm of government in India, in particular, that it should give up its hegemonic ambitions in
the region and divert a significant part of the huge sum that it is spending on
strengthening its armed forces towards the wellbeing of its poverty-stricken, underprivileged segment of the population. If good sense prevails and the Indian
government decides to judiciously curtail its gargantuan defense expenditure,
Pakistan too will naturally reduce its defence budget to a rational level and divert
the resources saved in the process towards the welfare of the underprivileged
segment of the country’s populace.
All this could happen only if India gives up its ambition to dominate the region
through military primacy and by mending its fences with its neighbor Pakistan, in
particular, and the countries of the region in general. India’s relations with Pakistan
are currently at its lowest ebb. The relationship between the two countries cannot
improve unless the core issue of Indian occupied Kashmir (IoK), an issue which
continues to be a bone of contention between India and Pakistan for over seven
decades, is not resolved forthwith. At least, for the present, there are no visible
signs of any resolution of the grave issue. As known to the entire world, India’s
excruciating brutalities and blatant human rights abuses in Indian occupied
Jammu and Kashmir (IoJ&K) have surpassed all bounds of civility. The atrocities
that the brutal India forces continue to brazenly commit in the occupied territory
must end immediately. The Kashmir conundrum must be resolved without delay.
The UN, the US and the world community must play a conclusive role in resolving
the grave Kashmir issue by prevailing on India to grant the right to self-determination to the people of the occupied territory, in accordance with the charters of
the United Nations and the UN resolution of 1948. Needless to say, peace and
prosperity would continue to remain a distant dream not only for India and Pakistan but for the entire region if the decades-old issue of occupied Kashmir is not
promptly and peacefully settled.
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Thaw

Peace through Kartarpur
Dr. Zeeshan Khan

The Kartarpur Corridor is a new entry point giving access to the Gurdwara
Darbar Sahib Kartarpur in the Punjab. However, tensions between the
two countries have often made it hard to access and this is being seen
as rare cooperation. Sikhism was born in the Punjab, a region that was
divided during the partition of British India in 1947.
A tweet by Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan unilaterally announcing
exemption of $20 fee for pilgrims on the inauguration day and no requirement of passport proved a cool breeze for Sikhs. In Sikh tradition, the
Gurdwara Darbar Sahib is considered the second holiest site after the
Gurdwara Janam Asthan (also known as the Gurdwara Nankana Sahib).
This is the place where the premier Guru in Sikhism, Baba Guru Nanak
spent 18 years of his life.
Former Indian cricketer Navjot Singh Sidhu was slammed on social
media for crediting Pakistan with the successful peace initiative. He said,
“The Kartarpur spirit can make pilgrims of us all, venturing out on a journey that breaks the barriers of history and opens the borders of the heart
and the mind. A journey that our people can walk together towards a future of shared peace and prosperity for India and Pakistan.” It spanned
an area of 104 acres exclusively and 1,500 acres on whole. As per the
agreement, five thousand pilgrims will be able to visit the shrine from India
every day.
Eleven months ago, one could only see a tiny building encompassed
by green fields on all sides. However, the area seems to have been transformed now into a white marble grandeur building soaked in the vibes of
spiritual attire somewhat like majestic Taj Mahal of Agra, India. Pakistan’s
sincere efforts have made Gurdwara Darbar Sahib the largest Gurdwara
in the world.
Many years ago, in 1999, Pakistan had made India a similar offer to
create a fenced corridor. However, at the time, India had not responded
positively to the offer. The Pakistan army should be given the utmost credit
for making this dream to come true. Who could have thought that Pakistan
would open up borders for India with which it shares elaborate history of
feuds? This corridor is one of a kind and we can truly see how good the
diplomatic policies are getting over the years – first with the creation of the
economical corridor with China and now a “social” corridor against the face
of adversity. Pakistan knows how to respect other religions and recognize
the need for the freedom of religion unlike India that yearly has so many
disputes over ethnicity and religions. The Article 36 of the Constitution of
Pakistan assures “The state shall safeguard the legitimate rights and interest of minorities, including their due representation in the Federal and
Provincial services. Development of the Kartarpur Corridor is part of the
commitment to promote religious freedom and harmony of the minorities.
The foundation stone for Baba Guru Nanak University has also been
laid and a Rs 50 coin and a postal stamp to commemorate the 550th birth
anniversary of Baba Guru Nanak has also been issued by Pakistan.
However, despite the current hostile climate, the Pakistan government
is hoping to turn the grand cross-border project into a religious tourism
bonanza for the country. The government is rightly aiming to promote religious tourism on international standards. The Kartarpur Corridor project
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has garnered global attention in terms of both tourism and heritage value.
The government intends to highlight the strategic location of Pakistan
as a hub of culture and heritage with reference to the importance of other
historic relics and monuments in the region and also intends to portray
an image of openness, security, and friendliness to foreign investors by
showcasing Punjab’s rich cultural experiences and elements of tolerance
and diversity.
It aims to build on concrete facts and eliminate many myths and misconceptions about security, isolationism, intolerance, and poverty in the
region, thereby encouraging foreign tourists, students, spiritualists, academics and researchers to learn and enjoy the benefits of travelling to the
Punjab and experience its history, art, music, food, festivals, hospitality
and recreation. It will also highlight the recently announced visa-on-arrival
policy for residents of the UK, Malaysia, Turkey, and 70 other countries.
Talking about the importance of the Kartarpur project from a religiocultural angle, the cordial relationship Muslims and Sikhs have enjoyed
for centuries. The Kartarpur Corridor is an effort to further strengthen ties
between Muslims and Sikhs. It is a small part of the government’s strategy
to promote peace and interfaith harmony among Muslims and Sikhs of
South Asia and the rest of the world. Analysts are expressing their opinion
that by opting for the establishment of the Kartarpur Corridor, Pakistan
has scored a diplomatic victory.
From the perspective of the Sikh community, visa-free access to the
holy place would be a befitting tribute to Guru Nanak, who rose to break
the stranglehold of the oppressive systems of socio-religious orders in the
Punjab. National poet Allama Iqbal also wrote a poem for Guru Nanak referring him as a spiritual man and highlighted his narration of oneness of
Creator, the concept also mentioned in Guru Granth Sahib, the holy scripture of Sikhism.
Lastly, Pakistan sacrificed over 82,000 lives in the war against terrorism but defeated the demon due to its effective counter terrorism strategy
and observed last Minority Day in connection with the Quaid-i-Azam’s address to the legislative assembly on August 11, 1947, where he had stated
that all citizens were free to go to their worship places without distinction
of their religion or faith.
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Human Rights

BDS: In the crosshairs of
human rights colonialism
Azeezah Kanji & David Palumbo-Liu
In his report on antisemitism, presented to the United Nations on October 17, UN
Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion and Belief Ahmed Shaheed, cited without rejecting - claims "that the objectives, activities and effects of the Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) movement are fundamentally antisemitic."
This validation of the assault on BDS is a damning indictment - not of BDS,
but of the spurious logic used to impugn it. The "objectives" and "activities" of the
movement are entirely based on international law and the UN's own resolutions:
Ending the occupation of Palestinian territory, guaranteeing equality of Palestinian
citizens of Israel, and honouring the right of return of refugees. From an international legal perspective, it is not BDS that should be considered controversial,
but Israel's brazen recalcitrance when it comes to respecting basic norms of international law.
As another recent UN publication points out, Israel has implemented less
than 0.5 percent of the recommendations prescribed by the UN since 2009 to
rectify the crimes of the occupation - making the application of additional mechanisms of economic and political pressure manifestly necessary. The UN itself
has identified 192 businesses in likely breach of which break international law
by facilitating and profiting from Israel's illegal settlements.
The discrediting of even nonviolent strategies like BDS is tantamount to denying the Palestinians any right to resist being colonised at all. By erasing the context of the occupation, Shaheed's report perversely manages to present
Palestinians as the abusers of human rights rather than the abused. He references a UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) report
expressing concern about antisemitic hate speech in Palestine - but completely
neglects to mention that this report begins by acknowledging that "the Israeli occupation, the expansion of settlements and the continued blockade of the Gaza
Strip, which are considered unlawful under international law, pose severe challenges for (Palestine) in fully implementing its obligations under the Convention
(on Racial Discrimination)."
Shaheed also castigates the "left-wing antisemitism" of "individuals claiming
to hold anti-racist and anti-imperialist views". But he is conspicuously silent on
the racism inherent in imperialism itself, including in Palestine, where the religious
freedoms at the crux of his mandate (and various other basic rights of the indigenous population under occupation) are routinely trampled. For example, Palestinian Christians and Muslims face restrictions on accessing sites like Bethlehem
and al-Aqsa central for worship. In reality, the overwhelmingly predominant contributors to escalating antisemitism statistics in countries like Germany and the
United States are not the "anti-racist and anti-imperialist" left, but neo-Nazis and
the far-right bolstered by the rise of the same white nationalist political parties
that have also put Muslims and Palestinian rights activism in their crosshairs.
The repressive implications of Shaheed's analysis are apparent with the litmus
test for antisemitism he endorses: the International Holocaust Remembrance
Association's (IHRA) guidelines The problem with them is not the definition of
antisemitism they include - "a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews" - but the examples of antisemitism they give,
several of which involve criticisms of Israel or Zionism.
For instance, in the eyes of IHRA (and apparently Shaheed himself) "denying
the Jewish people their right to self-determination, eg by claiming that the existence of a state of Israel is a racist endeavor" qualifies as antisemitism. Nevermind that some of the foremost critics of the creation of a Jewish state were
prominent Jewish politicians like British Cabinet member Edwin Montagu, who
in 1917 described the premise that Jewish people constitute a separate nation
as "antisemitic". As Oxford University philosopher and cofounder of Independent
Jewish Voices (UK) Brian Klug notes, the effect of equating anti-Zionism with antisemitism is to conflate the Jewish state with the Jewish people: The very sin
that Special Rapporteur Shaheed accuses critics of Israel of committing.
IHRA's redefinition of antisemitism has been criticised by Jewish scholars
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and numerous civil liberties organisations, including the Center for Constitutional
Rights, the American Civil Liberties Union, the Foundation for Individual Rights
in Education, and the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association, for conflating
criticism of Israel with racism. Despite being discarded by the EU Fundamental
Rights Agency, the IHRA redefinition is being adopted by countries across North
America and Europe - imperilling the democracy Shaheed purports to be saving
from the "toxicity" of antisemitism.
In the US, for example, IHRA's inflated conception of antisemitism has been
embraced by the Department of Education Office of Civil Rights under President
Donald Trump appointee Kenneth Marcus, who believes students protesting in
support of Palestinian rights should be criminally prosecuted. It has also been
wielded in efforts to censor university events and courses on Palestine, and to
bring lawsuits against Palestinian professors. This is part of a broader context of
legalised speech suppression, in which laws against BDS have been passed in
27 US states and proposed in 14 more - in direct defiance of the US Constitution
and Supreme Court decisions establishing the right to boycott in general. While
Shaheed clarified in his report that "international law recognizes boycotts as legitimate forms of political expression", he simultaneously legitimises the demonisation of BDS underlying anti-boycott legislation.
The fixation on critics of Israel (Jewish and non-Jewish alike) diverts attention
away from the virulent and often deadly antisemitism of white supremacists and
right-wing nationalists, who aspire to restore American "greatness" by returning
to the most overtly racist forms of settler-colonial rule. The irony of BDS being
condemned in the name of "freedom of religion and belief" exemplifies the contradictions inherent in the long tradition of human rights colonialism - in which
human rights, far from being the salvation of the wretched of the earth, have
been instruments of their damnation.
From Napoleon's invasion of Egypt in 1798 to George HW Bush's onslaught
on Afghanistan and Iraq more than two centuries later, imperialists have consistently deployed the discourse of rights to represent themselves as the guardians
of human dignity, and those they massacre, torture and dispossess as the violators. In the development of the modern international human rights system following World War II, European powers paraded as the progenitors of human
rights, while insisting on exceptions to insulate their own colonial atrocities from
criticism. The reference to "fundamental human rights" in the 1945 UN Charter
preamble was introduced by Afrikaner statesman Jan Smuts, whose other notable legacies include segregation policies in South Africa that paved the way
for apartheid.
This colonial genealogy is continued in the present by Israeli government
bodies, settler NGOs and courts appealing to human rights to justify Palestinian
oppression. As international law scholars Nicola Perugini and Neve Gordon note
in their book The Human Right to Dominate, "indigenous Palestinians (are portrayed) as the invaders and thus perpetrators of human rights violations, while
Jewish settlers are conceived of as natives and depicted as victims of abuse."
In the inverted reality of the dominators, the dispossession and destruction
of Palestinian property are legally rationalised as necessary for safeguarding settlers' "human rights" such as freedom of religion, while efforts to curb or dismantle
illegal settlements are decried as "racial discrimination" and "ethnic cleansing"
against settlers. Justice for Palestinians under occupation is denounced as an
injustice to their occupiers.
Those advocating for Palestinian freedom and self-determination are the inheritors of another powerful tradition: Of anti-colonial movements resisting those
who claimed to speak for universal humanity while brutally colonising 84 percent
of it. Even when confronted by ruthless repression, demonisation, and criminalisation, people under colonial rule persisted in challenging unjust power structures and the racially-exclusionary concepts of rights, dignity, liberty, law, and
humanity that upheld them.
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Opinion

Why French left has a problem
with Islamophobia
Timothy Peace & Emile Chabal

On November 10, thousands marched through the streets of Paris to condemn Islamophobia. The demonstration was organised by a number of
French left-wing organisations and personalities after a mosque was attacked in Bayonne, a small town 700 kilometres south of the French capital,
last month.
On November 1, the left-leaning newspaper, Liberation, published an
open letter signed by a number of prominent leftists calling for a united front
against Islamophobia. But there were some notable absences in the list of
signatories and on the march. Although MPs from the radical left party La
France Insoumise (LFI) had originally committed themselves to the march,
as the event drew closer, several senior figures distanced themselves from
it, including Francois Ruffin who explained that he was going to play football
instead. Some signatories, such as the Green (EELV) MEP Yannick Jadot
also pulled out, while the Socialist Party (PS) argued that it could not support
a text that denounced secular laws.
In the end, the only nationally-recognisable politician to attend the November 10 march was LFI's leader Jean-Luc Melenchon. Meanwhile, parties
across the political spectrum attacked the event, with the spokeswoman for
President Emmanuel Macron's party En Marche deriding it as a march in
favour of political Islam. So why is anti-Islamophobia action causing such
division among French leftists?
The French left has always had a difficult relationship with religion. For
much of modern French history, it was the left that led the charge against
the Catholic Church, as they sought to limit its influence over politics, civic
life and education. Since the 1980s, however, the question of Islam - and
Muslims - has taken centre-stage.
The tensions between the left and Islam came to public attention in October 1989, when three teenage girls were expelled from a school just north
of Paris for wearing the Islamic headscarf. This led to wide public debate.
At the time, the French left was divided between those who supported the
girls' right to attend school, regardless of their attire, and those who argued
that the headscarf was an affront to France's secular principles, which mandate that religion should be kept out of public schools.
Seen as a watershed moment, the 1989 "headscarf affair" was the first
of many. Since then, France has legislated against wearing "religious symbols" in schools (2004) and full-face coverings such as the niqab in public
(2010) and a minor moral panic was caused in the summer of 2016 over the
so-called "burkini". Each of these controversies has reinforced a neo-republican agenda, which sees a strong form of secularism as central to French
national identity. It can sometimes seem like Groundhog Day, as every few
months, a new polemic erupts over secularism and Islam. This year alone,
we have seen heated discussions over the "sport hijab", access to swimming
pools for women in full-body swimwear and a recent (non-binding) vote in
the Senate to extend the ban on wearing religious symbols in schools to
those supervising school trips, including parents.
The multiple iterations of the headscarf affair have challenged the French
left's position as the guardian of secularism, gender equality and, of course,
anti-racism and the fight against intolerance. In some cases, organisations
have even shifted their position on the issue. For example, one of France's
most prominent anti-racist organisations - SOS-Racisme - supported the
cause of the expelled schoolgirls in 1989. But, fast forward 15 years to 2004,
and the same organisation was enthusiastically backing the banning of "re-
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ligious symbols" in public schools.
Already in 2004, there was a good deal of acrimony among various elements of the French left, not just connected to the issue of the headscarf,
but also related to Islamophobia as a term to describe hostility towards Muslims. This is the origin of the controversy surrounding the November 10
march. In France, there is a deeply held aversion to using the word "Islamophobia" even by those who recognise the existence of persistent racism
and discrimination against Muslims. Its critics regard the term as a malign
attempt to shut down criticism of religion or a tool of political Islam. Many
anti-racist groups and leaders simply refuse to use it, preferring terminology
such as "anti-Muslim hostility".
The French government's official watchdog against racism and hate
crimes (DILCRAH) does not employ the term and former socialist Prime Minister Manuel Valls famously referred to Islamophobia as the "Trojan horse
of the Salafists". In recent years, public intellectuals such as Philippe d'Iribarne and Pascal Bruckner have written books about the dangers of using and legitimising - the word Islamophobia.
Academic conferences that have attempted to discuss the phenomenon
have been shut down, while academics like Henri Pena-Ruiz have caused
controversy for arguing that one has "the right" to be Islamophobic. PenaRuiz actually argued that he was defending the right to criticise all religions,
but his words nevertheless provoked other leftists who believed he was
downplaying the importance of anti-Muslim discrimination.
Such debates over the meaning of words can appear rather superficial,
but they reflect long-standing disagreements on the French left about the
proper relationship between universal principles and the management of religious difference. The risk, of course, is that the key message from the November 10 demonstration - ending discrimination as well as verbal and
physical violence against Muslims - simply gets lost in repetitive debates
around semantics.
Moreover, the recent controversy over Islamophobia undoubtedly makes
it harder for French society to tackle anti-Muslim discrimination since those
who do so find themselves accused of undermining France's attachment to
republican values. The main task for the French left going forward is to find
a way to remain true to its secular principles, while also doing a better job of
- to use Melenchon's recent words - "combatting an attitude of blind hatred
leading to mistreatment and even crimes against real or imagined believers
of a religion".
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Your View
In defence of stray dogs

PIA pensioners
We, the retirees of the Pakistan International Airlines (PIA), who

This is with reference to a letter by Dr. Khalil Mukaddam “Dogs will
bite.” I am absolutely appalled at the letter. It says that “stray dogs

made it one of the best in the world, have been neglected.
For example, after a seven-year struggle for an increase in pension, our pension was only bumped with a bit. Generally, it was
supposed to be a 10 to 15 per cent increase equivalent to a few
hundred rupees, despite the PIA management earlier agreeing to
increase at least 35pc as a first step during their meeting with a
delegation of PIA Retired Employees Association (PIAREA). How-

belong to nobody” and advocates their immediate mass killing —
as a “radical solution” to “reduce the incidence of rabies”. The
“quick action” demanded by this one individual, and that too a doctor, is based on his opinion of dogs needing very little to eat and
multiplying rapidly in a habitat that has “become so vast”.
Letters advocating violence towards sentient beings and portraying them as aliens that have suddenly descended upon us to take

ever, the PIA retirees were surprised to know that only a minor

over the city create mass hysteria and hatred towards a voiceless

amount was increased in their monthly pension.
It was surprising to note that the inflation created by the present
federal government has particularly made the lives of PIA retirees
very difficult. It was sad to note that despite the long struggle of
PIA retirees, the national flag carrier’s management is obviously
not ready to give importance to their genuine demands and resolve
their problems. I request the prime minister, the chief justice of the
Supreme Court of Pakistan and the PIA chief to intervene: Government employees are being paid a group insurance amount after
their retirement. The PIA management should also be ordered to
pay it to us. The management had agreed to double the amount of

creature which is the unfortunate “stray dog”. Newspapers help in
forming public opinion. Such letters go against editorials on humane and scientific methods of rabies control in Pakistan. More
than a year ago, Indus Hospital initiated the Rabies Free Karachi
project in partnership with the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation.
Their approach involves targeting the disease in the animal reservoir
by implementing the World Health Organisation’s recommended
method of mass vaccination of dogs. International studies have
shown that vaccinating 70per cent of dogs is enough to eliminate rabies. Starting in Ibrahim Hyderi fishing village, the project is now
planned for the rest of the city. Globally, the strategic goal of nations

pension when they would complete 10 years of retirement, but
sorry to say the PIA management has not fulfilled its promises.
Mohammad Khan Sial
Karachi

is to shift focus to mass vaccination of dogs and increased access to
post-exposure prophylaxis for humans in order to eliminate human
deaths from dog-mediated rabies by 2030. Such an effort requires
political will, resources and of course, good management. Pakistanis
should lobby their leaders to invest in a national rabies programme

Self-medication

to join the ranks of progressive and compassionate nations. Dogs
are very much a part of Karachi’s urban ecology, and their current

There is a common practice in Sindh and other parts of Pakistan

population is supported by the vast amounts of garbage that we

that medical stores sell medicines without a doctor’s prescription.

Karachiites dump at every street corner. If the city’s caretakers and

Although there are doctors at government hospitals, yet people pre-

residents decide to clean up their act, the dog population will auto-

fer self-medication instead of consulting a doctor. This is a danger-

matically go down, reflecting the cleaner environment.
Mahera Omar

ous trend and criminal practice by drugstores. The authorities

Karachi

concerned must take up this issue and ensure no medicine is sold
without doctor’s prescription.
Muhammad Umar Metlo
Larkana

Scholarships for students
I would like to thank the prime minister for launching the largest
ever needs-based undergraduate scholarship programme for Pak-

Hospital death

istani students. He announced that within four years 50,000 schol-

Apropos a news item that “senior medics found guilty of babies’

arships would be awarded to students annually among them, 50

deaths at Jhang hospital,” this is alarming and ridiculous. At least

per cent of scholarships for women.

tell these parents to take their newborns to private hospitals if the

It will be helpful at the university level to students belonging to poor

government system or doctors can’t attend to them but don’t let

families and suffering financially. Owing to scholarships, they can

them die like that. Some doctors and medical staff run hospitals like

study further.

a mafia and this needs to stop.
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Ali G.

Zaheer Doshambay

Sydney
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Saharan silver ants are the world’s
fastest despite relatively short legs

A new estimate triples the number of
people in the path of rising seas

Susan Milius

Sofie Bates

The world’s newly crowned
fastest known ants don’t
look as if they’ve got the
legs to be champs.
Saharan
silver
ants
(Cataglyphis bombycina)
have merely runner-up proportions, with legs about 18
percent shorter than those of a related desert ant (C. fortis). Yet adjusting for body length, video shows silver ants rushing along about twice
as fast as their leggier cousins. Sarah Pfeffer of the University of Ulm in
Germany and colleagues took a high-speed video camera to Tunisia to
get that video of the shorter ants in their hot and sandy home. At an
oasis on the northern edge of the great dunes, the researchers
searched for glimpses of silver.
Tiny silver hairs coat the ants, reflecting some of the sun’s glare and
shedding heat. When Pfeffer, an applied neuroethologist, digs out a nest
to study, several thousand ants seething in her transport box look “like
quicksilver,” she says. That silvery protection comes in handy because
the ants stay in their nests at night and scavenge for food in the furnace
of midday. “The sun really burns down,” Pfeffer says. Surface sand temperatures can soar over 60° Celsius (about 140° Fahrenheit). Even at
ant heights, the air is still brutal.
Silver ants, however, get two bonuses for foraging in the worst of the
heat. It’s a great time to find fresh carcasses of creatures that the sun
fried but that heat-averse scavengers haven’t found yet. Also, ant-hungry predators often take shelter from the heat, so silver ants are less
likely to become lunch themselves.
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Sea level rise this century
could flood coastal areas
that are now home to 340
million to 480 million people,
researchers from Climate
Central, a research and advocacy group, report. That’s
roughly triple the number of
people estimated to be at
risk using previous coastal elevation data.
The new estimate comes from efforts to refine NASA satellite elevation data, and
it illustrates the implications of elevation data having been overestimated in some
places by up to 5 to 10 meters. The results are presented in terms of how many
people, by today’s population numbers, could be affected, but don’t predict how
many people will actually be living in those coastal areas in 2100. “The global
threat from sea level rise and coastal flooding is far greater than what we thought
it was,” says Benjamin Strauss, who heads Climate Central in Princeton, N.J.
While the research highlights an increased threat to people currently living in
coastal areas, it does not estimate how much more land area will fall below
flood projection lines, and whether that area includes a handful of coastal
megacities or mostly large swaths of less populated land. So it’s unclear how
many people in future cities might be at risk of inundation, which could limit
the usefulness of the findings to city managers. The researchers say those
details fell outside the scope of this study.
Still, the new estimate attempts to correct a large margin of error found in previous estimates of global coastal elevations. Those estimates are based on
NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, or SRTM, which created a global
topographic map from satellite images and radar data.
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Bedtime may be best time for blood pressure meds
Alan Mozes
Taking blood pressure medications at bedtime
rather than in the morning nearly halves the risk of
dying from a heart attack, stroke or heart failure, a
large, new study finds.
Researchers in Spain followed more than 19,000
adults with high blood pressure. They found that people who took all their blood pressure meds at night
had lower blood pressure around the clock compared to volunteers who took their medication in the
morning. "The findings are highly consistent regardless of sex, age, presence of diabetes or kidney disease, and other major known factors of increased
risk," said study lead author Ramon Hermida.
Hermida is director of bioengineering and chronobiology at the University of Vigo's Atlantic Research
Center for Information and Communication Technologies. "Conventionally, most patients ingest their
medication in the morning," said Hermida, "although no single trial ever documented this to be
preferable." No guidelines are currently in place regarding the best time to take the drugs, he added.
A New York City heart doctor believes consistency
in taking your blood pressure pills will deliver optimal protection. "The key here is routines," said Dr.

Satjit Bhusri, a cardiologist at Lenox Hill Hospital.
"Not missing a dose. We know one thing worse
than an elevated blood pressure is swings in blood
pressure due to periodic non-compliance." To
achieve compliance, it's important to stick to a rou-

tine, Bhusri said.
Besides compliance, factors such as emotions
and simultaneous use of other medications can affect a drug's effectiveness, Bhusri noted.

No stress for narcissists?
Alan Mozes
Do you have an overinflated sense of your own importance? Do you feel that
you're better than everyone else, and have next to no shame about it?
If so, you'd probably be pegged as a "grandiose narcissist" and considered the
most obnoxious person in the room. But three British studies now suggest that
some amount of narcissism may not be such a bad thing. Why? Because it
confers a degree of mental toughness that can be empowering and protective
in the face of criticism and self-doubt. "This work suggests that at least some
aspects of narcissism may help individuals to show resilience against certain
types of psychopathology, namely, symptoms of depression and perceived
stress," explained Kostas Papageorgiou, the lead author of the new studies.
"Grandiose narcissism appears to correlate positively with healthy self-esteem
and extraversion," added Papageorgiou, an assistant professor in the school
of psychology at Queen's University Belfast in Northern Ireland. And the bottom line, he said, is an enhanced ability to stay positive, focus on goals, and
get things done. In total, the studies included roughly 700 participants, at an
average age of between 22 and 25. All completed questionnaires designed
to gauge narcissistic tendencies, mental toughness and stress. Participants
were also ranked for more than one type of narcissism.
For example, just as a certain degree of grandiose narcissism is universal, so
is "vulnerable narcissism." But the vulnerable version is rooted in insecurity
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and feelings of defensiveness that can drive an individual to view the behavior
of others as hostile and threatening.
Having a high level of vulnerable narcissism was not linked to greater mental
toughness or a greater ability to develop a bulletproof defense against criticism
and depression. Having a relatively high degree of grandiose narcissism was.
But is indulging your narcissistic tendencies the only, or the best, way to
achieve success and stave off depression? Papageorgiou emphasized that
his studies did not focus on extreme grandiose narcissism, or a clinical condition known as "narcissistic personality disorder."
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The King

Sorry We Missed You

John Nugent

Beth Webb

William Shakespeare may have died
400 years ago, but he is, technically,
cinema’s most filmed author, with over
420 film and TV credits according to
Guinness World Records. How do
you make a new adaptation fresh? Director David Michôd and co-writer/co-star Joel Edgerton’s approach is
to transform the language into something slightly more modern (there’s
some contemporary swearing here), ditch the iambic pentameter, and
compress his most famous history plays, collectively known as the “Henriad”, into one lean two-hour film.

You just know, from the opening
conversation between Ricky and
his new supervisor Maloney
(Brewster) in Ken Loach’s searing social drama, that this is not
going to be a happy journey to
follow. Set in a soulless depot in
Newcastle, the delivery company
that Ricky is signing up to work for signifies the rising, damaging human
costs within this specific contemporary gig economy that leaves people like
Ricky without sick pay, holiday, or any sense of stability in spite of the job’s
empty promises of self-made power.

It’s not a bad effort, and certainly the most lavish cinematic retelling of the
famous story, with all the budget, the cinematography and the subtle CGI
assists that we’ve come to expect in the Game Of Thrones era. The climactic Battle of Agincourt, in fact, has heavy echoes of the Battle of the
Bastards; one shot of an almighty muddy crush seems identical to a similar
one Jon Snow experienced. (Plus, playing Prince Thomas, Dean CharlesChapman — aka King Tommen — provides a direct link to Westeros.)

“You don’t work for us, you work with us,” growls Maloney, a bald-headed
wardrobe of a boss whose successful warehouse operation, it transpires,
is built on a merciless stance against the tough, unpredictable circumstances that his drivers endure, which he emphasises with a self-given title
of “patron saint of nasty bastards.”

As far as depictions of medieval warfare go, it’s near-faultless. But it suffers from a plodding middle third, and while the dialogue is occasionally
nimbler than Shakespeare’s original text, it still feels stagey and old-fashioned, which makes for an onerous match with Adam Arkapaw’s gorgeous, naturally lit cinematography.

With Ricky's status as an independent contractor comes a relentless wave
of responsibility in comparison to traditional employment — drivers must
provide their own vans, an ominous tracker records their movements
throughout the day — but blind hope and a desperate need to provide a
better future for his family push Ricky forwards, into an all-consuming routine
of running between houses, accruing longer routes, and eventually urinating
into a plastic bottle gifted to him in order to save more precious time.

Terminator: Dark Fate
Helen O'Hara
The Terminator is an action classic and T2 one of the greatest sequels of all time, but none of the
films that followed came even
close to matching them. Until,
perhaps, now. Dark Fate feels
like a real Terminator movie at
last, from the breakneck, deeply terrifying chase that opens it to its moving
finale. This was never just Arnold Schwarzenegger’s series; it’s Linda Hamilton that’s the key ingredient.
Helpfully, this film takes true narrative risks. Mackenzie Davis’ augmented
human fighter Grace comes from the future but it is not the one of John
Connor and Kyle Reese. So T2’s happy ending stands, sort of, but Judgment Day still looms, and time travellers still try to change the past. Grace
has come to protect Dani (Natalia Reyes), a fierce factory worker who faces
losing her job, along with her brother Miguel (Diego Boneta), to automation
(robots, eh? The worst). They’re joined by Sarah Connor (Hamilton), recognisably still the tough-as-nails fighter of T2 and a veteran of many past Terminator battles.
Their foe is a ‘Rev-9’ model, a sort of 2-for-1 Terminator with the metal skeleton of the original and the oozing liquid menace of the T-1000. Unlike similar
previous incarnations, however, he’s capable of functioning in both forms
at once. His opening assault is astonishingly tense, brilliantly communicating
the impossibility of escaping these creatures.
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The Aeronauts
Ian Freer
It’s perhaps too early to see
whether Eddie Redmayne and
Felicity Jones will become a
posher, plummier version of
Tracy/Hepburn, Hanks/Ryan etc,
but the signs are good. Reuniting
after Oscar-winning Stephen
Hawking drama The Theory of Everything, Redmayne and Jones give
charm and charisma to The Aeronauts, playing real-life scientist James
Glaisher, a kind of 19th-century Michael Fish looking to imbue weather
prediction with science, and Amelia Wren, a fictionalised balloon pilot
with her head in the clouds and her heart in the gutter. If it stutters in its
attempts to round out its thin characters with backstory, it soars with an
old-school spirit of adventure and possibility, topped off with grandstanding filmmaking from Tom Harper.
In a vividly realised 1862 London, the film begins with James and
Amelia’s lift-off, a science expedition given a shot of showbiz razzledazzle by Amelia who arrives on horseback, cartwheels onto the stage
and deploys a pooch with a parachute to the delight of the packed
throng. From here most of the film takes place in the basket and subsequently soars. Harper and screenwriter Jack Thorne deliver moments
of wonder (butterflies), serenity (inside a cloud), black humour (poor pigeon), danger (a thunderous storm) and, in its final third, a set-piece of
heart-stopping intensity.
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The Science of Likability

Sam and Ilsa's Last Hurrah

Patrick King

Rachel Cohn

100pc scientific and proven
ways to make friends quickly,
turn enemies into friends, gain
trust, and be flat-out likable.
Some of the most interesting,
shocking, and counterintuitive
scientific conclusions to simply make people want to be
around you. In The Science of
Likability, you'll get all that and
more. The author has taken
27 seminal scientific and psychological studies and broken
them down so you can use
their findings to your advantage. Every piece of advice in
this book to increase your social standing and likability factor is 100% backed by
in-depth, peer-reviewed research. Learn how subconsciously make yourself seem likable, trustworthy, and intelligent. You can get a new haircut and wardrobe, and you even
learn funny jokes. But likability is something more. It's subconscious, and
it's the small signs that signal our brains to let their guards down and embrace others. Learn what common sense and intuition doesn't teach you.
Analysis and insight from the best in the business.

Past Perfect
Danielle Steel
Past Perfect is a magical story of
an unexpected friendship spanning a century, from the world's
favourite storyteller, Danielle
Steel. Sybil and Blake Gregory
live a well-ordered, predictable
Manhattan life - she as a cuttingedge design authority and museum consultant, he in high-tech
investments - raising their
teenagers Andrew and Caroline
and six-year-old Charlie. But
when Blake is offered a dream
job as CEO of a start-up in San
Francisco, he accepts it, without
consulting his wife, and buys a
magnificent, historic mansion as
their new home in Pacific
Heights. Past and present collide
at their elegant mansion, when they meet the large and lively family who
lived there a century ago. All long dead but very much alive in spirit - visible
to the Gregorys and no one else. Within these enchanted rooms, it is at
once 1917 and a century later. Have the Gregorys been given a perfect
gift; beloved friends, a chance to relive the past and the wisdom and grace
to shape the future?
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Sam and Ilsa Kehlmann have spent most of
their high school years throwing dinner parties, and now they’ve prepared their final
blowout, just before graduation. The rules for
the twins are simple: they each get to invite
three guests, and the other twin doesn’t
know who’s coming until the guests show up
at the door. With Sam and Ilsa, the sibling
revelry is always tempered with a large dose
of sibling rivalry, and tonight is no exception.
One night. One apartment. Eight people.
What could possibly go wrong? Oh, we all
know the answer is plenty. But plenty also
goes right – in rather surprising ways.

Roar
Cecelia Ahern
Original, honest and thought-provoking,
Roar is Cecelia Ahern’s unforgettable story
collection. With her trademark honesty, Cecelia Ahern gives us thirty linked stories, all
titled ‘The Woman Who…’, that capture the
different facets of women’s lives. Humorous,
moving, surreal and poignant, the stories
capture the moments the characters are
overwhelmed by guilt, confusion, frustration,
intimidation, exhaustion – the private moments when they feel the need to roar. From
The Woman Who Slowly Disappeared to
The Woman Who Returned and Exchanged Her Husband, discover
an extraordinary collection that will resonate with readers everywhere.

Global Discontents
Noam Chomsky
Global Discontents is an essential guide
to geopolitics and how to fight back, from
the world's leading public intellectual.
What kind of the world are we leaving to
our grandchildren? How are the discontents kindled today likely to blaze and explode tomorrow? From escalating climate
change to the devastation in Syria, pandemic state surveillance to looming nuclear war, Noam Chomsky takes stock of
the world today. Over the course of ten
conversations with long-time collaborator
David Barsamian, spanning 2013-2016,
Chomsky argues in favour of radical changes to a system that cannot
possibly cope with what awaits tomorrow. Interwoven with personal
reflections spanning from childhood to his eighth decade of life, Global
Discontents also marks out Chomsky's own intellectual journey, mapping his progress to revolutionary ideas and global prominence.
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